We can no longer complain that Trade Unionism is not discussed. To-day everybody's doing it. Last week, indeed, saw an orgy of discussion such as has not been witnessed for many a year. From the "Times" to the "Daily Express," from the "New Statesman" to the "Spectator," every journal (with the single exception, we believe, of the "Saturday Review," notorious for its stupidity) contained references of a more or less intelligent kind to the problem we have been considering almost alone in these columns for the last few years.

What, we may ask, has been the burden of it all? So that all the so-called "reforms" which political Trade Unionism has announced the actual and probable effects of both upon the legislation to which it led, we were examining and announcing the actual and probable effects of both upon the wage-earners themselves. We said and proved that all the ameliorative legislation in the world would not raise wages generally; nor could even raise them in particular cases except at the expense of the favoured few.

But what, we asked, was to be the movement towards National Guilds as associated with the school that hopes for a new forward movement in wages or conditions? The "Times" is that Trade Unions as at present directed must say that we not only agree, but we go further in our agreement than the "Times" or the "Spectator" dare venture. It is not "doubtful" in our judgment and misdirected energy to prevent the process. Yes, indeed, we agree with the most bitter critics of the "Times" that the "Times" or the "Spectator" dare venture. It is not "doubtful" in our judgment whether either conditions or wages have been at all improved by them. For the third time, however, we must say that we not only agree, but we go further in our agreement than the "Times" or the "Spectator" dare venture. It is not "doubtful" in our judgment whether Trade Unions have paid their members in wages or conditions; it is absolutely certain that they have not.

We affirm that if Trade Unions had never existed, the income of the proletariat class of to-day would be much the same as it is; for the simple reason that wages depend, like the price of any other commodity, upon supply and demand, and must find their level in a competitive market in despite of all the sentiment and misdirected energy to prevent the process.

Yes, indeed, we agree with the most bitter critics of Trade Unionism that the "Times" or any other reactionary journal can put into the field; and we will undertake to parallel from past issues of The New Age every criticism they can produce. For it is not as if we have had to wait for their help before examining the weaknesses of the cause we nevertheless defend. We have examined them all; we know them all; we defy anybody to mention one we have overlooked.

But when all has been said that can be said against Trade Unionism how does the case stand for the school of the "Times," the school of the "Nation" and the "New Statesman" and for ourselves? You would suppose from the fulminations of the "Times" that it would at once begin a campaign against Trade Unionism.
Having no belief in its value for the past and present, and being without the smallest hopeful idea of its future, Trade Unionism should be proceeded against as a danger. The "Times," however, is a danger as well to its dedicated victims as to the public. Nothing, indeed, ought to be allowed to stand in the way of the performance of this obvious duty. If Trade Unionism has been an expensive luxury for the working-classes and promises before long to be a ruinous luxury, it is not the proletariat who alone will suffer from the climax of the tragedy when it comes; our national position will be involved in it. Hence it is imperative now at this very moment to set about persuading and, if not persuading, forcing, the working-classes to give up their Trade Unionism; and to give it up at once. But do we find the "Times" and the "Spectator" starting out on this crusade? Do we rats? Not afraid to wound (if they can) they are still afraid to strike; or willing to strike, their arm is too weak; for in the end they subscribe, like all the rest, into an acquiescence in things as they are, with the Englishman's hope that they will not turn out as badly as expected.

The attitude of the "Nation's" kindergarten on the subject is, as we have suggested, a little more hopeful if no less blind. In its issue of June 6, the "Nation" complains that "both Trade Unionism and Socialism, as working-class movements, are suffering from bewilderment," and "that the Labour Party has little inducement to adopt an industrial political policy" being "a sufficiently considerable matter on the situation." There is no talk here, it will be observed, of the radical failure of Trade Unionism; in this respect alone the "Nation" differs from the "Times." On the contrary it expects the working-classes to be willing to go back to their brothers. Who, for example, assert that Trade Unionism is bewildered in its outlook? Why, both the "Times" and the "Nation." And who point to the failure of the Labour Party to formulate a distinctive policy? Why, the same! And long after we have exhausted patience in impressing our readers with the facts! But where may the "Nation's" attitude be expected to lead if not to a search for an idea that will clear up the bewilderment of the Trade Unionists and create a germ round which a new Labour programme may grow? As surely as we are entitled to expect that the "Times" to-morrow will begin Union-smashing, we are entitled to expect that the "Nation" will at once begin the discussion of such new ideas as even promise light on Labour questions. But do we see the "Nation" so engaged? Do we mice?

The reasons for the inconsequential attitudes of the groups represented by the "Times" and the "Nation" respectively are not, however, very noticeable. For one case of the "Times," whatever the opinion of its capitalist supporters may be, its writers as well as readers know very well, first, that Trade Unionism is here to stay; secondly, that the past mistakes of Trade Unionism are none of them fatal; and, thirdly, that the least attempt openly to uproot Trade Unionism would not only shake the earth, but shake down a good deal of unripe Labour fruit in the form of revolutionary ideas. The movement may therefore be criticised and deplored as much as you please; but on no account may it be allowed to stand in the way of the performance of this obvious duty. If Trade Unionism has been an expensive luxury for the working-classes and promises before long to be a ruinous luxury, it is not the proletariat who alone will suffer from the climax of the tragedy when it comes; our national position will be involved in it. Hence it is imperative now at this very moment to set about persuading and, if not persuading, forcing, the working-classes to give up their Trade Unionism; and to give it up at once. But do we find the "Times" and the "Spectator" starting out on this crusade? Do we rats? Not afraid to wound (if they can) they are still afraid to strike; or willing to strike, their arm is too weak; for in the end they subscribe, like all the rest, into an acquiescence in things as they are, with the Englishman's hope that they will not turn out as badly as expected.

Well, let us take another glance at the progress of our reactionary and Utopian view of the Trade Union prospect and put it in contrast with the absence of views of both the "Times" and the "Nation." As we have seen, the wind is entirely taken out of the sails of the "Times" by our claim to be before it and beyond it in criticisms of Trade Unionism; and no less is it true that the Nation's discovery of the bewilderment of the Labour movement has been long ago anticipated. But two facts still remain to distinguish us from our contemporaries, namely, that our criticisms of Trade Unionism are confined wholly to its past mistaken policy, while we maintain that the present "bewilderment" is rapidly passing away. Is it in principles or in practice that the Labour movement is being "bewildered"? Why, both the "Times" and the "Nation" are none of them fatal. Why, the same! And long after we have exhausted patience in impressing our readers with the facts! But where may the "Nation's" attitude be expected to lead if not to a search for an idea that will clear up the bewilderment of the Trade Unionists and create a germ round which a new Labour programme may grow? As surely as we are entitled to expect that the "Times" to-morrow will begin Union-smashing, we are entitled to expect that the "Nation" will at once begin the discussion of such new ideas as even promise light on Labour questions. But do we see the "Nation" so engaged? Do we mice?

Of more "practical" illustrations of the revival of Trade Unionism from the "Nation's" bewilderment and "collapse," the great Triple Alliance, formally cemented last week, and the agreement of the National Guilds with the London School of Economics last week, "at the starting point of a new age?" (Era was the word, of course.) Does not happiness require that we should have "some sort of definite control of the work we do?" A few more questions like these, Professor, and over goes the whole damned economics of the academies!
every Union to become blackleg-proof than either just the whim of it or even the twopenny 'apeney objects the present Labour leaders imagine. The latter, as we know, fell on sleep in about the year 1906 when forty of them went to bed in Parliament, and have not yet awakened from the dream of the Federation. They, if you like, are bewildered; they, if you like, are in a state of mental collapse. And in their restless sleep they snatch at the old formulas of advance —higher wages, better conditions, more holidays, more members to Parliament, etc—as if these were the demands of the awakened spirit. But it is not for these that the new spirit is abroad; but for a higher aim—the abolition of the wage-system and the employment of Capital by workmen, instead of being possessed of property and of capital. But that is the last thing that ought to be desired, for if the Federation were to become a Trust of Capital as well as of Labour, not all the discrimination in the world could distinguish it from a co-operative profiteering institution. We hope, in fact, that the Federation will precisely not accept any financial responsibility while its monopoly still covers only the labour of its members; but confine itself to assuming responsibility and giving guarantees of efficiency for its labour alone.

But if the incident has been underrated, it has also been exaggerated. The "Daily Herald," for example, with all the enthusiasm of a new laying its first egg, writes of it as likely to revolutionise Labour conditions almost immediately, we gather! Certainly the event is of tremendous importance; and naturally The New Age has no object in denying it. But careful reflection should precede any announcement that it means more than it does mean. What we are prepared to accept as its significance are the following two propositions: First, our contention that the control of its labour is the inevitable object of Trade Unionism, and an object of which a Trade Union becomes consciously aware in exact proportion to its approach towards a monopoly. Secondly, it proves our contention that the working-classes are by nature more honest and more public-spirited than the capitalist oligarchy, since they no sooner begin to control their own labour than they at once accept responsibility both for its efficiency and for the execution of the work done. What the employers, with their eyes glued upon profits, have hitherto undertaken any such public guarantees? We know, in fact, that there have been few. But Labour, on the other hand, enters life, as it were, with a claim to be responsible; and thereby surely entitles itself to the respect of any real social reformer. Thirdly, the event proves our contention that if only a Union can hold out for honourable conditions, honourable conditions will be offered to it. After all, labour even in these days is still a necessity; and a necessity that does not diminish with the increased skill of its owners or with their increased demands. Had the builders gone back to work on the first or even upon the second ballot, as they were instructed by their leaders, would the Theosophical Society, we ask, have made their present advance? Still less would it have been the case, as it is now, that scores of architects and employers would be clamouring round the doors of the Federation with offers of contractual partnership? The lock-out, we know very well, meant much suffering to the men involved. Their resistance has been heroic. But to have forced the new agreement into existence and to have opened the road to emancipation from the wage-system will prove, we are sure, to have been worth and worthy of all.

On the other hand, there are several cautions to be made against putting too much strain upon a single incident in the campaign for economic freedom. To begin with, the Building Federation, while, for all practical...
purposes, a monopoly of one form of building Labour, is not yet a monopoly of all the Labour indispensable to a complete Building Guild. The architects themselves, for example, are still outside; so too are the surveyors, the quantity men and at least half a dozen other skilled departments of the building industry. It is essential before counting the industry a true Guild that these should be included in the Federation, if not integrally then by a close and sympathetic association. Again, it is far enough from the case, as Guild principles would demand, that the men engaged through the Federation should also be paid by the Federation. The Theosophical Society, we understand, undertake to pay the men selected by the Federation the Trade Union rate of wages and to refer all disputes to the Federation for settlement. But in this respect the Federation is, indeed, little more than a Labour Exchange, only differing from the Government article in the important matter of accepting responsibility. Yet what responsibility can the Federation as a Federation actually assume when, in fact, as a Federation it has neither power nor privilege? To approximate to, let alone to become, a Guild, the Federation would need to act as not merely the supplier of the labour of its members, but as the owner of it. Not only would it contract with employers to supply Labour, but it would contract with its members to pay them out of the proceeds accruing to the Federation itself. A third caveat must be entered against expecting too much from the Federation movement. As Mr. Shaw has pointed out long after it had been pointed out to him, the officials of the Federation have been selected, not for their ability to organise industry, but for their ability to organise industry. In other words they have been selected for Trade Union purposes and not for the purposes of a Guild. It is pleasing, therefore, to find them even so willing as they are, to revolutionise their functions and, in the midst of holding up industry, to turn aside and to begin to build up anew; but too much, it is obvious, may easily be expected of them. Mr. Stennett, we see, has been censured by the "Daily Herald" for preferring to go slowly when the "Daily Herald" in its ignorance would plunge like a buffalo. But Mr. Stennett is not, in all probability, a genius in guild organisation; nor has he, we imagine, much talent in this direction to count upon in his committee. Time will be required, in short, to shuffle the cards and to bring to the top of the Federation the men who are best able to continue the work where the old type of Trade Unionist feels he must leave off.

Finally, we are concerned that not all our eggs should be supposed to be contained in the Builders' basket. The new movement is important and deserves all the attention that has been given to it. It is, as the "Times" admits, a "striking new development." As the "Spectator" says: "the new move is clearly a step towards the realisation of the Syndicalist (Guild-Socialist, rather) aim of eliminating the capitalist and instituting direct relations between Labour and the public." As the "Manchester Guardian" remarks: "the principle of organised Labour entering industry as organised Labour is admitted." Yes, it is all these, and of immense importance they are as an answer to the charge that Trade Unionism is moribund and has no conception of its future. To this charge, in fact, the action of the Builders is a complete and triumphant reply. But we are still very deep in the wood of the wage-system; and not one failure, if by evil chance the present experiment should prove a failure, nor a hundred possible failures, must be allowed to count as a final defeat. We, at any rate, shall prepare ourselves for the worst as well as for the best that may result from the Builders' action. To safeguard it properly, it needs that every other Federation should simultaneously adopt the same principle and each carry it out as well as it can. One or other of them would be sure then to find the right road out of the wage-system.
It was Bismarck's maxim that "We must never quarrel with Russia." The maxim has not been forgotten; but modern German statesmen, unfortunately for themselves, have not been able to carry out Bismarck's corollary, and that was that Russia and Russian interests should be deflected as far as possible to the Orient, preferably the farther Orient. The set-back in Manchuria nine or ten years ago turned Russia's attention to the Near East and to Europe; and there was not sufficient material in Persia to keep the Tsar's advisers occupied all the time. The Turkish revolution in 1908, followed by the counter-revolution in 1909, obviously re-opened to the Balkan powers of the Great Game the Tripoli war of 1911 and the Balkan war of 1912-13, and therefore Russian thoughts on Europe and withdrew them, for the time being, from Asia. The Russian designs on Mongolia have not been given up, and her encroachments on Chinese territory continue with remarkable steadiness and regularity; but the great game for the next generation or so will be played in Europe and in the Near East.

The "Berliner Tageblatt" has referred to the naval negotiations I have mentioned, suggesting that they are not likely to improve Anglo-German relations. This, I fear, is evident enough; but, then, they are not meant to. Their object is to lay down a new naval policy of cooperation; and, however much the "Berliner Tageblatt" (reflecting for once the views of the German Government) may be annoyed, this object has already been very nearly achieved. It is significant enough, in spite of the official disclaimers, that a knowledge of this fact has brought about an arrangement by which the German Minister of Marine, Admiral von Tirpitz, is to travel with the Kaiser to visit the heir to the Austrian throne, the Archduke Francis Ferdinand, at the latter's Bohemian seat of Konopisch, a few days after the publication of this number of The New Age. There is no doubt that a very important conference will be held at this meeting, and that this conference will relate almost exclusively to the latest move of the Triple Entente and the best measures which can be adopted to counteract it. The Archduke, as his friends and enemies know very well, prides himself on being an authority on naval matters.

It has been said by some papers abroad that when King George was in Paris a few weeks ago he discussed with the French Admiralty authorities certain naval plans relating both to the Baltic and to the Mediterranean, and that the visit of the Kaiser and Admiral von Tirpitz to the Archduke Francis Ferdinand is due to these conversations in Paris. This is hardly correct. For one thing, the political powers of King George are very much more limited than those of the Kaiser or the Archduke; and, for another, King George has never professed to be deeply acquainted with the mysteries of international strategy. His Majesty is, I understand, an excellent navigator; a man who can handle a ship well, whether she is a gunboat or a Dreadnought. That is a very different thing from saying that he is capable of deciding upon technical questions of foreign policy, or even that he can make sound suggestions upon such questions when they are being discussed. I should not, to be quite frank, commit myself with the management of my foreign affairs to King George; and, if the task could possibly be offered to him, the King would decline it with equal frankness. Any questions in the consideration of which the King takes part have been discussed in advance either by the Foreign Ministers or permanent secretaries concerned—by Sir Arthur Nicolson, for example, or Sir Edward Grey, or M. Margerie. M. Margerie, I hasten to add, is permanent secretary of the French Foreign Office; and it is he, and not the bewildering array of transient Foreign Ministers that France has had to tolerate in the last few years, who is responsible for the foreign policy of the country.
Towards National Guilds.

According to the "Times," in its review of "National Guilds": "the postulates upon which the Guild Socialist rests his case may add, the larger, in which they are expressed—are borrowed from the French Syndicalists." But this is only our national English modesty, which never permits us to claim as English and original anything that can by any stretch be supposed to have been imported from abroad. It is the fact, however, that not one of the writers of the book had ever read a single work by a French Syndicalist. It is also a fact—for we have now examined their literature—that not one of the French Syndicalists makes the wage-system the basis of existing industry or its abolition the foundation of the new. Finally, it is a fact that the whole conception of National Guilds is home-grown English, and developed, as we have many times explained, from the meeting of Syndicalism and Collectivism in the actual social movement of this country and of this country alone.

The "Times" further contends that "the book seems to lose illumination" when it deals with the "two most crucial points of the abolition of the wage-system and the control of the Guild by the State." But on these two points we explicitly guarded ourselves against the charge that would certainly have been brought against us, of Utopian pedantry, had we attempted a Wellsonian anticipation of what, in the nature of things, is a practical question. Given that a Trade Union has become blackleg-proof and demands partnership with either the State or the federated Employers, not only is the abolition of the wage-system implied in the new state that would arise, but the terms of the contract had better be left to the discretion of both parties. We certainly hope to be alive and at hand to examine critically the first charter empowering a Guild to carry on a national industry; but as certainly it is not possible to draft its details at this moment. Principles we have, we hope, clearly defined; the precise methods are for the State and the Guild respectively to determine.

In the same review, the natures of pay and wages are once more confused, as they will be many times again in the "Times," of the wage-system "is not going to be remedied by merely calling what the worker obtains for his labour 'pay' instead of 'wage.'" But this is to assume, first, that the psychological difference between working for pay and working for wages is nothing—and, secondly, that pay undistinguished Guilds may be no more in amount than wages under the wage-system. With both assumptions we have dealt as fully as we could in our space. The psychological difference, we contend, of working in a Guild for pay and for an employer at a market-wage is as great as the difference between working for wages and working as a chattel; and the difference in amount would surely follow as a consequence of the inclusion in "pay" of the sums now extracted from "wages," in the form of Rent, Interest and Profit. The "Times" would not maintain that the share of the workers would be reduced by the addition of Rent, Interest and Profit to their existing wages?

Then we are told that in all probability the strong Guilds would dominate the weak Guilds, exploit, underpay and sweat them. But, ex hypothesi, a Guild is a monopoly of necessary Labour; and of two or more necessaries one cannot be a greater necessary than another. If the one be substituted, the other is equal in strength to all the others, and no question of exploitation can arise. For a confirmation of this, our readers may be advised to examine the history of representation at Trade Union Conference Executive meetings. The largest Unions always had the largest membership allowed to dominate the smaller Unions by means of representation in proportion to their numbers. But it was soon discovered that, as a consequence, the smaller Unions were preparing to leave the Congress; and since their co-operation was no less necessary than that of the large Unions, the present little while the present rule of equal voting power in vital matters for every complete and affiliated Union was established. Being a monopoly, and being therefore a national necessity, even the smallest Guild could "hold up" industry if justice were not done to it.

The next criticism we meet is that "the strong Guild would, owing to there being no real control over it by the State or anyone else, immediately develop all the worst evils of the capitalist trust." But what are the conditions that permit a trust to blossom in evil, but, first, the absence of any explicit State right to interfere with it; and, secondly, the powerlessness of the rest of the community? Both conditions would cease to exist under the Guild system; for not only would the State be empowered and have the right to control a rebel Guild; but, by virtue of their powers of monopoly, the rest of the industries, unless they all went rebel together, would combine to put it in its place. And neither of these must be imagined as likely to be ineffective. On the contrary, if the State is considered, it is probable, in the early stages of the Guilds at any rate, that the State may have too much and not too little control, as a consequence of the prestige with which it starts and of the natural tendency of citizens to entrust it with power.

It is next alleged that in our "passionate desire to elevate the producer" we forget the consumer. This is a criticism that we ourselves have often made of the Syndicalists, who, as everybody knows now, propose to dispense with the State and to establish a system of Laissez faire with Syndicalists instead of individuals as competitors. But the criticism cannot in justice be directed against a system which deliberately conjoins the State representing all consumers with the Guilds which themselves consist also of consumers as well as of producers. The distinction, besides, between consumers and producers is largely an effect of the existing wage-system with its division of the population into a wealthy leisured class consuming profits and a poor working class producing them. It would tend to disappear when everybody was engaged, on one plane or another, in production as well as in consumption.

Lastly (in the review under notice) we are met by the following objection: "It is difficult to see why a monopoly controlled by a section of Labour should be less dangerous and more democratic than a monopoly controlled by a section of Capital." But again we may inquire what it is that allows a monopoly controlled by a section of Capital to-day to be dangerous and undemocratic; and again we shall discover that the reasons lie in the absence of the right of State control in the absence of any counterbalancing Labour monopoly. If the State were disposed, or the existing Trade Unions were strong enough in their monopoly of Labour, to interfere with any section of Capital that threatened to become and to exercise the powers of an uncontrolled monopoly, there is not the least doubt that either of them could control a trust even to-day if only by forcing a joint partnership upon it. Under the National Guilds both these circumstances, as we have already pointed out, are assumed to exist: the State on behalf of the nation at large and as the trustee of the whole of the Guild-administered capital, explicitly reserves the right to possess monopoly, and has the State is concerned, it is probable, in the early stages of the Guilds at any rate, that the State may have too much and not too little control, as a consequence of the prestige with which it starts and of the natural tendency of citizens to entrust it with power.

Lastly, the strength of the State would be enhanced by the monopoly of the Guilds, which would be able to do anything the State could do, and more. The following objection is met: "It is difficult to see why a monopoly controlled by a section of Labour should be less dangerous and more democratic than a monopoly controlled by a section of Capital." But again we may inquire what it is that allows a monopoly controlled by a section of Capital to-day to be dangerous and undemocratic; and again we shall discover that the reasons lie in the absence of the right of State control in the absence of any counterbalancing Labour monopoly. If the State were disposed, or the existing Trade Unions were strong enough in their monopoly of Labour, to interfere with any section of Capital that threatened to become and to exercise the powers of an uncontrolled monopoly, there is not the least doubt that either of them could control a trust even to-day if only by forcing a joint partnership upon it. Under the National Guilds both these circumstances, as we have already pointed out, are assumed to exist: the State on behalf of the nation at large and as the trustee of the whole of the Guild-administered capital, explicitly reserves the right to possess monopoly, and has the State is concerned, it is probable, in the early stages of the Guilds at any rate, that the State may have too much and not too little control, as a consequence of the prestige with which it starts and of the natural tendency of citizens to entrust it with power.

Lastly, the strength of the State would be enhanced by the monopoly of the Guilds, which would be able to do anything the State could do, and more.

National Guildsmen.
Hamilton's Economic Coup.

I.

A new literature is now happily accumulating which discloses the plain fact, always insisted upon in the New AoE, that for a real interpretation of history we must look to economic conditions and impulses. In England we have Thordol Rogers and Maitland, who in his "Constitutional History of England" states explicitly that property is the key to the interpretation of law and constitution: "If we are to learn anything about the Constitution we must first find the necessary first and foremost condition that we should learn a great deal about the land law. We can make no progress whatever in the history of Parliament without speaking of tenure; indeed, our whole constitutional law seems at times to be an appendix to the law of property."

Next comes Professor Seligman with a classic, "The Economic Interpretation of History." Those who still pin their faith to the belief that the political conquest must precede the economic may digest this: "The existence of man depends upon his ability to sustain himself; the economic life is therefore the fundamental condition of all life. Since human life, however, is the life of man in society, individual existence moves within the framework of the social system modified by it. The conditions of maintenance are to the individual, the similar relations of production and consumption are to the community. To economic causes, therefore, must be traced the last instance those transformations in the structure of society which themselves condition the transformations of social classes and the vast manifestations of social life." The New AoE creed that economic power precedes and dominates political power is not, therefore, lacking in authority.

Nevertheless, so it is asserted, great movements may arise in which men are dominated by profound patriotic motives and uninfluenced by the mundane problems of bread and butter. These sentiments are usually ascribed to the founders of the American Constitution. Their epitaph has been a century of bouquets; their names are revered; criticism is silenced in this pantheon of the mighty dead. To hint even at peccadilloes is regarded as sacrilegious. Suddenly, out of this reverential silence comes the voice of Professor Beard, Associate Professor of Politics in Columbia University, whose recent book, "An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States," has deeply injured the tender feelings of a devout people who have worshipped at the shrine of Washington, Madison, and Hamilton. Professor Beard's final sentence in this remarkable book reads thus: "The constitution was not created by 'the whole people' as the jurists have said; neither was it created by 'the States' as Southern nullifiers long contended; but it was the work of a consolidated group whose interests knew no State boundaries and were truly national in their scope."

Having thus "blown the gaff" upon the fathers of his country, it is difficult to see how Professor Beard can escape with his life. Professor Taft, formerly President of the United States and notoriously pliant instrument of private capitalism, has already opened fire upon the irreverent iconoclast: "We have been in the habit of regarding the United States as fortunate in its birth. We have supposed that there was no other Government in the world that had such a galaxy of patriotic statesmen to preside over its birth as this American Republic of ours. But it was reserved for what John Muir calls 'these God-forgetting progressive days' to prompt in these plotters against society and social justice was the sinister reactionary nature of the framers of the American Constitution. Their patriotic statesmen' impressed one of themselves. James Madison was, even more than Hamilton, the greatest intellectual force in framing the Constitution. He held no bonds of any kind and his hands were clean. Writing to Jefferson in July, 1791, he said: 'It is too pretty a game for a public debt to lie in the country, what sort of hands hold it, and by whom the people of the United States are to be governed. Of all the shameful circumstances of this business, it is among the greatest to suppose the members of the legislature who were most active in pushing this job openly grasping its emoluments. . . . Nothing new is talked of here. In fact, stock-jobbing drowns every other subject. The Coffee-House is in eternal buzz with the gamblers. The evidence of Madison seems more conclusive than the slutterings of Taft.

II.

It is a legal maxim that they who enter the courts should come with clean hands. Equally, it is a fundamental assumption of the political idealists that they who enter Parliament should be disinterested. Did the Convention that framed the Constitution—the Parliament of a great epoch—stand the test? Professor Beard proves beyond cavil that the members of that Convention were personally and financially interested in bringing the Constitution to birth. But he is not a moralist; the facts—the economic foundations—mainly—with complete moral detachment. Probably no moral issue was involved. Reality had been the prevailing form of property in the early days of the colony; but, latterly, personalty had developed into an important factor in the economic structure of the community. Mercantile and shipping interests had grown with the growth of a seaboard population. Bonds of every kind had become almost universal and naturally constituted a form of property, drawing its support in large degree from the savings of the great landed proprietors. A written bond, therefore, whether guaranteed by the State or backed by a private person, being the basis of personality—as distinct from reallity—must not only be legally recognised, but legally enforceable. This is to-day a commercial commonplace; but at the time of the Convention it was by no means so obvious. In 1787 there was a loose Confederation of thirteen sovereign States, each extremely jealous of its sovereignty rights—a sentiment that persists to this day. The national government consisted of a legislature in one House in which the States had an equal voting power. There was no national executive and no supreme judiciary. The legal system was clearly unfavourable to property rights, and more particularly to personalty. Professor Beard finds that there were four powerful groups (doubtless closely inter-related) who were humpered, harassed or threatened by the existing political and legal system. The actual owners of land can
generally carry on under almost any legislative system. He who owns land is more secure than he who owns paper. But the man whose operations are directed from a counting-house rather than from horseback is apt to be more energetic and resourceful. He lives in towns and cities, owns, most probably, a number of bonds. Further, then as now, the small landed proprietor—half employer, half peasant—found little community of interest with the large landed magnates, whose surplus often went into speculations, arranged and engineered by the personalty interests. Thereupon, gradually, a more enterprising “galaxy” of speculators, whose operations exceeded the boundaries of the States and whose interests were not adequately protected by the political confederation. The personalty property groups are divided by Professor Beard into (1) Personality in money; (2) Personality in public securities; (3) Personality in manufacturing and shipping; and (4) Capital speculatively invested in Western lands. We can now understand what Professor Beard means when he writes: “If we may judge from the politics of the Congress under the Articles of Confederation, two related groups were most active: those working for the establishment of a revenue sufficient to discharge the interest and principal of the public debt, and those working for commercial regulation and the advancement of personalty operations in shipping and manufacturing and in Western land speculations.”

This was the period in which began the integration of capitalist America—land speculations, commercial speculation, and personalty speculation. The personalty interests, in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, unless the American State Socialists rid themselves of the political illusion and grasp the fundamental fact that, just as those early speculations were founded on slavery, so are modern speculations founded upon wagery. Professor Beard himself seems unconscious of this extraordinary simple fact.

But it may be asked what moral delinquency is involved in building up the public credit and generally encouraging the production of wealth. Absolutely none, of course. We have already remarked that no moral issue was involved. The puzzled student next asks: Why, then, was there opposition to the Constitution and what is all the pother about? Thereby hangs a tale.

During the Revolution, the provisional Government had financed itself by issuing State bonds and by paying the soldiers partly in land warrants and partly in depreciated paper. In 1782 the bonds and land warrants were warded through the personalty groups. It is estimated that sixty million dollars’ worth of potential paper was held, mostly by the groups already referred to. Before the framing of the Constitution, this paper sold at about twenty cents a dollar. The formation of a Federal Government was calculated to send up the value to one hundred cents per dollar, and, in fact, did so. The holders of these securities stood to make forty million dollars clear profit—an economic motive that knocks the sensitive soul of Professor Taft. Professor Beard drily remarks that this leaves out of account the large fortunes won by manipulation of stocks after the Government was established, and particularly after the founding of the New York Stock Exchange. In 1792, the “galaxy of patriotic statesmen” evidently knew a thing or two.

Nor must we forget the Society of the Cincinnati. This body, whose proceedings were carried out with Masonic secrecy, was composed of officers of the Revolutionary Army and organised into local branches in the several States. Unlike the privates, who had been compelled to part with their land warrants and State bonds for mere songs, the Society of the Cincinnati had held on, and consequently stood to make enormous profits. They acquired immense political influence (possessing the necessary economic power), and naturally they threw that influence on the side of the Federalists. Professor Beard’s summary is of course not to be quoted: “Almost uniformly, they were in favour of a reconstruction of the national Government on a stronger basis. They were bitter in their denunciation of the popular movements in the States, particularly Shay’s revolt in Massachusetts. War had given them a taste for strong measures, and the device which he devised for their military services gave them an economic interest in the movement to secure a government with an adequate taxing power. Moreover, they were consolidated by the popular hostility to them on account of their secret and aristocratic character.”

Except on the platform and in published pronouncements, the equality of man and the pursuit of happiness cut no ice (the Americanism cannot be resisted) in the problem. Men were concerned with concrete material affairs, and upon certain pivotal decisions of the country at large (at least, that would be incidental), but to “the galaxy of patriotic statesmen” who were forcing the Constitution upon a reluctant or bitterly antagonistic populace. The Constitution was ratified by a vote of probably not more than one-sixth of the adult males. Nor was the electioneering unknown to this enterprising “galaxy.” If they did not stuff ballot-boxes, there were other means available. It is uncertain whether, in fact, a majority of the voters participating in the State Conventions in New York, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Virginia, and South Carolina actually endorsed ratification. It is certain that, had the farming folk had more time to marshal their forces ratification would have been defeated. Professor Beard sums up the situation: “In the ratification, it became manifest that the line of cleavage for and against the Constitution was between substantial personalty interests on the one hand and the small farming and debtor interests on the other.” The better organised group, alert with a definite purpose, bear their more lethargic opponents.

It is futile to speculate how many of the original holders of Government stock and land warrants were holders when ratification was finally registered. Certainly the army rank and file had almost entirely sold their paper at cut-throat prices. When the Federal Government was finally established, not only did they lose eighty or ninety per cent. of what the Government owed them for services faithfully rendered, but the Government, controlled by the personalty interests, turned round upon the rank and file, the workers in town and country, and compelled them to earn dividends upon their own alienated stock, not ten per cent. of which they had received. They were, then, and concurrently with slavery, the victims of wagery. It was they who carried the burden; yet throughout the discussion their voice was not heard, or at best noisily inarticulate—Shay’s revolt, for instance. Madison foresaw the economic conflict of the future. He told the Convention that, “in future times, a great majority of the people will not only be without landed but any other sort of property. These will either combine under the influence of their common situation, in which case the rights of property and the public liberty will not be secure in their hands, or, which is more probable, they will become the tools of opulence and ambition, in which case there will be equal danger on another side.”

S. G. H.

THE LONDON GROUP.

When Wyndham Lewis with his mien Balzacian, shows duchesses the latest variation, And hot his super-cubist mission pleating Mild hairy verdures as wiggling skies, And Wadsworth turns my lady’s transformation Into a kind of hisrate “Radiation,” One thought horrific makes the spirits drip Of the ringleaders of the London group— That the wild Suffragette was so irrational As to ramrope amid the pastel Nudities And proved so lacking in aesthetic scruple, As not to give the honour to the Gospel.

HORACE B. SAMUEL.
CATCH THAT JOKE!

Or, Facilis Descensus Averni.

By Charles Brookshaw

Scene: His Majesty's Theatre, May 29. Mr. Shaw's "Pygmalion" to be played; enter Smartset. The curtain rises. (Laughter is shown in the following flattering report by the Shavian symbol, \( \mathcal{L} \).

Act I.

Under the Arches, Covent Garden. It rains excellently. Enter Lady and her daughter, Clara. A Navvy is also there. Lady is inaudible, Clara.

Navvy: I say, Mr. Henry.

Hig. : What is it you want, girl?

Liz.: Hi want to be a lady. (\( \mathcal{L} \))

Hig.: How much will you give?

Liz.: Naah yer torkin'! (\( \mathcal{L} \)) . . . 'Ere, don't yer be so silly. Itike it hit leave it—(scratches her leg—\( \mathcal{L} \)) . . .

Hig.: By George, it 'th enormous! . . . (He pulls her by the hat.)

Liz.: Aaaaah! (\( \mathcal{L} \)) . . .

Hig.: That's a handkerchief and that's a shawl, and don't you mistake the one for the other. (\( \mathcal{L} \)) . . . She 'th 'tho deliciously low, tho horribly wonderfully dirty! . . .

Housekeeper: Don't be foolish, Mr. Henry.

Liz.: Vat is life but a series of inspired follies? (\( \mathcal{L} \)) . . . Take her, scrub her, monkey-brand her. (\( \mathcal{L} \). \( \mathcal{L} \). \( \mathcal{L} \). . . You've got to learn to behave like a duchess, to be a shop-girl! (\( \mathcal{L} \) By George, Eithla.

Liz.: She may be married.

Hig.: No, I don't think it ever does. (\( \mathcal{L} \).)

Liz.: Hi don't wunter tork grammer, Hi wanter talk like a liddy. (She and Hig. share a chocolate.) I'd never 'ave ate of it, but I'm too liddlely ter tike it art of me marth. (\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Hig.: Time enough for a woman to think of the future, when she's no future left to think of—(\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Do any of us understand vat we're doing—(\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

and, if we did, should we do it? (\( \mathcal{L} \). \( \mathcal{L} \).)

Pick.: Very clever, Higgins, but not sound sense.

Hig.: Why, I never meant no 'arm.

Navvy: 'S a copper's snark?

Hig.: Well, it ain't my fault. (\( \mathcal{L} \)) (Son enters with real wet umbrella, and explains that he cannot find a cab. He quarrels with his sister.)

Liz.: Hi don't wanter tork  grammer, Hi wanter talk like a liddy. (She and Hig. share a chocolate.) I'd never 'ave ate of it, but I'm too liddlely ter tike it art of me marth. (\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Hig.: Time enough for a woman to think of the future, when she's no future left to think of—(\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Do any of us understand vat we're doing—(\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

and, if we did, should we do it? (\( \mathcal{L} \). \( \mathcal{L} \).)

Pick.: Does it ever occur to you, Higgins, that the girl has feelings?

Liz.: Ain't no objeck.

Hig.: I don't think it ever does. (\( \mathcal{L} \).)

Liz.: Hi don't wunter tork grammer, Hi wanter talk like a liddy. (She and Hig. share a chocolate.) I'd never 'ave ate of it, but I'm too liddlely ter tike it art of me marth. (\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Liz.: Hi don't wunter tork grammer, Hi wanter talk like a liddy. (She and Hig. share a chocolate.) I'd never 'ave ate of it, but I'm too liddlely ter tike it art of me marth. (\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Hig.: Time enough for a woman to think of the future, when she's no future left to think of—(\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Do any of us understand vat we're doing—(\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

and, if we did, should we do it? (\( \mathcal{L} \). \( \mathcal{L} \).)

Pick.: Very clever, Higgins, but not sound sense.

Hig.: Why, I never meant no 'arm.

Navvy: 'S a copper's snark?

Hig.: Well, it ain't my fault. (\( \mathcal{L} \)) (Son enters with real wet umbrella, and explains that he cannot find a cab. He quarrels with his sister.)

Liz.: Hi don't wanter tork  grammer, Hi wanter talk like a liddy. (She and Hig. share a chocolate.) I'd never 'ave ate of it, but I'm too liddlely ter tike it art of me marth. (\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Hig.: Time enough for a woman to think of the future, when she's no future left to think of—(\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Do any of us understand vat we're doing—(\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

and, if we did, should we do it? (\( \mathcal{L} \). \( \mathcal{L} \).)

Pick.: Does it ever occur to you, Higgins, that the girl has feelings?

Liz.: Ain't no objeck.

Hig.: I don't think it ever does. (\( \mathcal{L} \).)

Liz.: Hi don't wunter tork grammer, Hi wanter talk like a liddy. (She and Hig. share a chocolate.) I'd never 'ave ate of it, but I'm too liddlely ter tike it art of me marth. (\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Liz.: Hi don't wunter tork grammer, Hi wanter talk like a liddy. (She and Hig. share a chocolate.) I'd never 'ave ate of it, but I'm too liddlely ter tike it art of me marth. (\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Hig.: Time enough for a woman to think of the future, when she's no future left to think of—(\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Do any of us understand vat we're doing—(\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

and, if we did, should we do it? (\( \mathcal{L} \). \( \mathcal{L} \).)

Pick.: Very clever, Higgins, but not sound sense.

Hig.: Why, I never meant no 'arm.

Navvy: 'S a copper's snark?

Hig.: Well, it ain't my fault. (\( \mathcal{L} \)) (Son enters with real wet umbrella, and explains that he cannot find a cab. He quarrels with his sister.)

Liz.: Hi don't wanter tork  grammer, Hi wanter talk like a liddy. (She and Hig. share a chocolate.) I'd never 'ave ate of it, but I'm too liddlely ter tike it art of me marth. (\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Liz.: Hi don't wunter tork grammer, Hi wanter talk like a liddy. (She and Hig. share a chocolate.) I'd never 'ave ate of it, but I'm too liddlely ter tike it art of me marth. (\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Hig.: Time enough for a woman to think of the future, when she's no future left to think of—(\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

Do any of us understand vat we're doing—(\( \mathcal{L} \). . .

and, if we did, should we do it? (\( \mathcal{L} \). \( \mathcal{L} \).)

Pick.: Very clever, Higgins, but not sound sense.

Hig.: Why, I never meant no 'arm.
up against middle-claws meritallee all the time. . .

undeservin' poor . . . . Undeservin' poor. . .

Wot is middle-claws meritallee; hit's an excuse. . .

I'm undeservin' an' I mean ter go on bein' undeservin'. . .

HIG.: In six months he might choose between a seat in the Cabinet and a popular pulpit in Wales. (L.) . . .

DUST.: Soshul reform an' all the other amusements. . .

Undeservin' poverty's my line. . . . No, not ten parnd, guvner—gimme five parnds, neither more nor less. (Enter LIZA in a kimono. She puts on her feathery hat. L.) Well, Hi never thought she'd clean up as good as that. . . .

LIZA (discussing the bathroom): I didn' know which way ter look, but I 'ung a towel over it.

HIG.: Over what?

HOUSEKEEPER: Over the looking-glass, Sir. (L. A minute later, HIG. pulls DUST. by the hat. Exit DUST.) . . .

LIZA: But it sarrnds so genteel. Something to wear at night differen' from what I wears in the daytime. (L.) It do seem — (Same joke. L.) Hi never — (Same joke. L.)

HIG.: We've taken on a stiff job!

PICK. (shouts): Higgin's! (Curtain.)

Act III. (How SLOW-ELT SEEMS IN SHAW.)

Scene: At Hig's Mother's House.

HIG.: I can't be bothered with young women. . . She talks English very much as you talk French. . .

MAD.: Mrs. and Miss Eynsford Hill. (CLARA sits on HIG.'s hat. Loud L. Enter PICK.)

PICK.: Has Henry told you why we've come.

HIG.: Yes, you've interrupted, damn it!

MOTHER: Oh Henry. (L.) HIG. sits awkwardly on a couch and tries to cross his legs several times. Much L. . . Now, vat on earth are we going to talk about?

CLARA: If only people were really frank and said what they really think.

HIG.: God forbid. (L.) What they think they ought to think would be bad enough, but if they came out with what they really think, it would break up the whole damned — "Oh, Henry." (L.) . . . What do they know of literature, art, or any damn thing? ("Oh, Henry." L.)

MAD.: Miss Doolittle. (Enter LIZA. She speaks very slowly and carefully.)

LIZA: How do you do? Mr. Higgins told me I might come.—Colonel Pickering, is it not?

HIG.: Well, of all the damned—(Knocks envelopes off writing table and then falls over fire-irons. Much L.)

LIZA: The western depressions in these islands are likely to mingle—(etc.). My aunt died of influen-zah. But I do hope you won't use that expression.

HIG.: Likely to mingle—(etc.). My aunt died of influen-zah. But I do hope you won't use that expression.

MOTHER: Somebody pinched it done her in.

HIG.: What they think they ought to think would be bad enough, but if they came out with what they really think, it would break up the whole damned — "Oh, Henry." (L.) . . . What do they know of literature, art, or any damn thing? ("Oh, Henry." L.)

MOTHER (alone): I don't remember doing before.

LIZA: Middle-claws moralitee. (A.)

HIG.: She finds all my things and remembers all my appointments . . . (again) She finds all my things and remembers all my appointments. . .

COL.: Let's take her to the Zoo.

HIG.: A wonderful idea. (Exeunt.)

MOTHER (alone): O m-hen, m-hen, m-hen! (Curtain.)

Act IV.

Three months later. Higgins' rooms—moonlit. Wonderful spectacular effect as the electric light is switched on. Enter LIZA, HIG. and PICK. in evening dress. HIG. takes off overcoat and coat and drops them on the floor.

HIG.: Chuck 'em over the bannisters, there's a good fellow . . . Mrs. Pierce will only think we're a drunk.

PICK.: Well, we are slightly. (L.)

HIG.: Where the devil are my slippers? (LIZA fetches them and drops them before him on the hearth-rug.)

PICK.: Well, Eliza did the trick and something to spare. You've won your bet.

HIG.: Thank God it's over . . . Yase, no more artificial duchesses for me.

PICK.: I began to be nervous that Eliza was doing it so well. You see, the real people don't — (Etc. L.)

HIG.: (as they go out): I shan't want coffee in the morning. (LIZA weeps and falls flat on the hearthrug. Re-enter HIG.)

HIG.: What the devil! (L.)

LIZA: There's your slippers. (Throws them at him. L.) . . . Them slippers! (L.) . . .

HIG.: These slippers! (L.) . . .

LIZA: I've won your bet for you.

HIG.: You won my bet! Presumptuous insect! (L.) . . . Be good! . . . You're looking as ugly as the very devil. (L.) . . .

LIZA: Do my clothes belong to me or Colonel Pickering?

HIG.: What the devil use would they be to Colonel Pickering? (L.) LIZA hands back her hired jewels, and takes a ring off her finger.

HIG.: It's the one you bought me at Brighton!

HIG.: (throwing ring into grate): You've wounded me to the heart. (L.) You've made me lose my temper, a thing I don't remember doing before. . . Damn Mrs. Pierce and the coffee and you, and damn my cursed folly for having wasted my time on a heartless gutter snipe. (Exeunt. LIZA searches in the grate for the ring. (Curtain.)

Act V.

HIG'S MOTHER'S house. Enter HIG.

HIG.: Eliza's run away. . . Who will find all my things and remember all my appointments? (Enter PICK.)

PICK.: Have you heard, Eliza's run away.

MOTHER: Eliza is here! (Enter DUSTMAN, well over-dressed.)

DUST.: I was one of the undeservin' poor. (Tells how a fortune was left him by an American, through an introduction from HIG., and how unhappy he is. L.) Middle-claws moralitee. (L.) . . . undeservin' poor. (L.) . . . middle-claws moralitee. (L.) . . . undeservin' poor. (L.) . . . middle-claws moralitee. (L.) Makes the same jokes again and again and again for thirty-five minutes.) I'm going to be married to my missus terdy at St. George's 'Anover Square. (L.) Everybody decides to go there.

HIG.: (to LIZA): I want a ham, a tie, and a pair of gloves.

LIZA (goes out): Buy your own ham and tie and gloves. (L.) A moment later she comes back.

LIZA: What size gloves did you say? (Curtain. Exit STUDENT, poor STUDENT.)
On the Conduct of a Talent.

GENIUS has perhaps best been defined as "the instinct of self-preservation in a talent." We have seen how often a talent, in itself slender, has been cultivated, by the exercise of judgment, to the proportions of genius, and how talents of considerable strength have been either apexified or diverted, for want of judgment, to sterility and disaster. It should be a study of great encouragement and profit, and the humblest student has the right to follow it, to see on what a slender basis the colossal structures of the world's genius have often been erected. It is certainly possible to make some new deductions, even almost to formulate what I will call rules, or what I am willing, if it is desired, only to call suggestions, from a careful and patient observation of the careers of the artists we are unanimous in admiring. As I see after twenty-four years of teaching, retiring, to my great regret, from the personal conduct of classes, it seems to me that I may continue my utility, and probably only find myself addressing larger classes, by continuing to give on paper the kind of advice and direction that I have found most useful in practice.

To achieve the best results, certain changes must be made, are, in fact, already being made, in the existing methods of teaching. Drawing must be made more interesting by substituting figures and objects, in the definite light and shade of ordinary rooms, for the blank monotony of the nude on a platform, with its diffused illumination of studio light. The sittings must be broken up with some regard to the changes of light due to the weather and the revolution of the sun. Students must follow the hint given by the development of the Impressionists and such heirs of the Impressionist school as Vuillard, Bonnard, Marquet, Angeli. For once in a rare instance of the character of the student, they must acquire the habit of making their studies in drawing and painting on the scale of vision. And afterwards they must be taught to square up their composites, and how to nurse an impression that they have conceived, to completion.

Some of these advantages are already being offered to students in such County Council classes as Mr. Gilman's and Mr. Walter Bayes'. It is high time that these advantages were put at the disposal, not only of night-students, who generally are either already ex-tempered and gene-

A picture generally represents someone, somewhere. The error of art-school teaching is that students are made to begin with the study of the someone, and generally nowhere. The process should be reversed and the students should be taught to make the someone emerge naturally from the already established somewhere.

It is this attitude of background from the preoccupation of students during many years, and these the most impressionable, that accounts for a certain retching void of ideas among the younger idealistic painters. A London square in the sunlight, a kitchen, a staircase, etc., have not been taught to consider as subjects for poetry or poetic elation. So that there is in certain monotonous their representation of women, aesthetically garbed and yearning unutterably, even when they yearn in groups of three at a time. (Painting is connected with the utterable and not with the unutterable.)

This attitude, which I am told an American would call "the yearning stunt," answers, it is true, to a certain taste among our lady customers. I presume that women of fashion and leisure do spend a good deal of their time in yearning for the unutterable, and they consequently like pictures that represent this sensation of yearning in a vacuum. But as a permanent inspiration for art that motive must always be somewhat barren and limited. It is well to remember the painter of the "Angelus" and "The Sower" was the same man who painted the magnificent portrait of an admiral in the museum at Rouen. A man is fully armed for works of spiritual significance only when he is a master of objective representation. I have expressed this badly because a portrait of an admiral is as much a work of spiritual significance as "The Sower" or the "Angelus."

Just as religious delusions and preoccupation with the supernatural are fostered by a life of seclusion, so in our art schools does the entire divorce from nature and life throw the professors and the students into a succession of critical obsessions with this or that modern or ancient school. They have in their class-rooms no inspiration. The stomachs turn and the spirit groans at years of practice in making uniform enlarged paintings from the same succession of nudes, with or without drawers, standing on the same table in the same wall behind, the whole scene stripped of any definite effect of light and shade. What wonder if, not having found their way to the exuberant breasts of nature, the unlucky fowls continue to suck wind from the empty teat of academic India-rubber? No! No! No! How can they imagine, and small blame to them, that can lead from their accumulation of canvases three-foot high and two-foot wide from what is pleasantly called "the life," to such pictures as we love in the museums. So a series of superficial obsessions with this or that critical hare runs through the schools like the whooping cough. For three years it is Alfred Stevens. The obsession is considered good artistically and politically. It is not only Michelangelesque, but nationalist, and so a manner of thinking imperially. Then it is Boyd Houghton. Boyd Houghton morning, noon, and night! Boyd Houghton, North, South, East, and West! Then it is an early Millais stunt, till it becomes almost impossible to bear the sight of a real early Millais.

When Brown, Jones and Robinson arrive as students at an art school, might the policy not be tried of teaching Brown to develop into Brown, Jones into Jones, and Robinson to grow up into a serene and strong Robinson, instead of trotting them all three through Alfred Stevens, Boyd Houghton, and early Millais? Stevens, Houghton and early Millais are as dead as a hammer. What wonder if Brown, Jones and Robinson, in desperation, end by growing their hair, becoming Cubists, and living in a night club!

TALORE.

Tagore! Tagore! babbling blight, In thine own Bengali write! What incessant hand or eye Could frame thy fearful poetry?

With what dreary dumps and sighs Squirms the critic through thy ates, On what things dost thou aspire? Who the man dare heed thy lyre?

And what moulder for what matter Could twist thy thinness into art? And when thy heart begins to beat, What dread scansion! What dread feet!

When the compas throw down their gears, And water subject their helms, Didst thou weep thy work to see? Did he who made Charles Lamb make thee?

Tagore! Tagore! babbling blight, In thine own Bengali write! Why in Heaven's name have I To read thy fearful poetry.

C. E. BECHHOFER.
Then you believe it possible for man to be happy anywhere?
Yes, I do.
But is not that to fly in the face of all precept and of all experience?
Nay, but you have not asked me yet what it is to be happy. Supposing we were agreed about that, you perhaps would not be surprised at my conclusion.
I thought everybody knew what it means to be happy; do you mean something unusual by it?
I suppose I must, since I deny that most people have any real notion of it, but entertain only caricatures and counterfeit of its real nature. But why should this seem strange? All men are not expected to excel in the other arts, why should they be supposed to excel in the finest art of ethics?
You relate happiness to ethics, then, do you?
Of course—to what else? Each art has its own peculiar pleasure which is the most intense when the art is most pure. Similarly, I think, the pleasure we call happiness is peculiar to the art of conduct and is most intense when the conduct is right.
It would follow from this, would it not, that happiness is rare?
Assuredly; and, what is more, it is reserved, like other high experiences, for great souls alone.
The common assumption, however, is that little people may be happy while the great must be miserable.
That, I know, is the common doctrine; but it is contrary to sense and contrary to fact. Would it not be odd if while in all other arts the highest pleasure accompanies the greatest mastery, the very opposite should be true of the art of conduct? And, again, is there not the survival of devil-worship in the assumption that the noblest conduct entails the maximum of misery? Believe me, these are vulgar notions based on a misconception of the nature of happiness.
But are they not supported, in appearance at any rate, by common observation? Where do you find the apparently happy people if not amongst the unthinking? And who are the most miserable if not the most gifted? You would find it hard to persuade the world that it is not so.
I should find it equally hard to persuade the world that the pleasure of pure art is independent of the labour involved in it; for the world would look at the labour and miss its reward. But the world on that account would not be right and I wrong.
What should we expect the world would have, then, that the great soul is happy and the feeble soul unhappy, if appearances are so misleading?
Little, I agree; but the connoisseurs and fine critics of conduct ought not to be mistaken. They should no more be misled by the appearances of things than the critics of other arts by tricks and mannerisms and simulations. Happiness, I contend, is as unmistakable a phenomenon in great conduct as style in a great writer.
And why should the great value it not more than the little?
I should find it equally hard to persuade the world that the pleasure of pure art is independent of the labour involved in it; for the world would look at the labour and miss its reward. But the world on that account would not be right and I wrong.
May I remind you that we were discussing the other day the relation of the Right to the Good, and that we agreed that the Right is beyond Good and Evil? Similarly I would say that Happiness is beyond Pain and Pleasure and has, in fact, nothing in common with them.
Now I begin to see where the vulgar conception of Happiness has crept in, for the vulgar notion of Happiness certainly relates it to pleasure.
True, that is the vulgar notion; but, as we have seen, it depends upon false assumptions. Equally vulgar, however, is the opposite doctrine in my opinion—the doctrine popularised by Carlyle, namely that happiness is closely related to pain. In truth, happiness is beyond both.
I should like to venture a guess if I may.
Do, by all means.
Since Right is beyond Good and Evil; and Happiness is beyond Pleasure and Pain; is not Right related to Happiness as Good to Pleasure and Evil to Pain? Excellent! I congratulate you. And will you now draw out some of the consequences, or shall I?
Do you, please. I might not hit the mark a second time.
Well, one of the first consequences is that Happiness is now placed within the grasp of anybody.
How so?
Why, a man has only to do what is right to enjoy the experience of happiness.
Only?
Well, is that difficult?
I should think it is.
And so I agree. But what is it that makes doing the right so difficult? Is it not, first, the absence of the curiosity to inquire what is the right; secondly, the difficulty, even when one sets about it, of discovering what is right; and, thirdly, the temptation we are under, when we have discovered what is right, to prefer our pleasures or to avoid pain? And to overcome all these obstacles to happiness (for happiness, we say, comes from right conduct only) requires a good brain and a stout heart, does it not?
It undoubtedly does.
Then our second conclusion is that, though happiness is within the reach of all men, it is most nearly in the reach of great minds and souls since these have the best equipment for inquiring what is right, discovering what is right, and doing what is right. That, at the same time that it contradicts a vulgar error, confirms the popular truth that in one way or another and despite all their apparent misery great men are to be envied for their happiness. Is that not true?
It appears so to me.
Our third conclusion is that the fruits of pleasure are not to be preferred to the fruit of doing right, since the former are unsatisfying and illusory, while the latter alone is real and satisfying; and this is illustrated in the lives of the great who, when once they have tasted happiness, seldom revert to the sensual-pots of pleasure.
I do not quite see how that follows, even if I accept the illustration. Have there not, in fact, been many such reversions rather than few? And why should the preference arise as a consequence from the definition?
In disputing the illustration you naturally have in mind the failures whom the world knows; but the number of the great who have lived and died happy is more considerable, I think. But let us not mind about that for the moment. The preference, I should say, arises from our definition quite necessarily; for assuming happiness to be related with right, who would not prefer right to wrong under all circumstances and consequently happiness to pleasure?
If you would convince me you must explain why then so many do in fact choose pleasure rather than happiness.
Why, I thought you had agreed about it. Is it not misdirection of search, opacity of mind and feebleness of will? You might as well ask why writers and other artists decline so often into bad style or into no style at all—yes, and think well of themselves in their fall. They are not there from deliberate choice but from incapacity. By the same reasoning I conclude that men do not miss the right in conduct and its resultant happiness from deliberate choice, but from weakness and ignorance. In short, the unhappy man is not a knave but a fool.
Then we must all be fools!
Why, as to that. . . . But the evil, after all, is remediable. For we now know that happiness is within our power. Dare I say that it is the gratitude of God for the doing by men of the right?
Readers and Writers.

I hardly like to splash into the Shakespearean controversy without a ready means of getting out again. So many students have ventured a foot into the subject only to find themselves carried away and drowned in the flood. The publication of the late Professor Mason’s “Shakespeare Personally,” however, is a great temptation to me to look at the water and to speculate on the fate that awaits the hypothesis that Shakespeare no more wrote the plays than an actor-manager of to-day writes the plays he accumulates in his Cupboards. The Professor was an excellent critic, a man of uncommon sense, a scholar and an enthusiastic one, but in the end he had to confess that Shakespeare baffled him. Why? Are we all to give Shakespeare up in despair and confess that he is a human enigma? Why not simplify the problem by attempting to split it up? It is not impossible to suppose that Shakespeare had a contract to supply manuscript plays to Bacon’s friends for their editing; or to assume that Bacon employed and perhaps directed some first-rate men on the work. It was an age of collaboration—witness the Bible. If a handful of obscure men could produce the Bible between them, might not another handful, commissioned by Bacon instead of by James, produce Shakespeare out of Shakespeare’s plays? But do not ask me to produce my evidence. It would mean a year or two at the British Museum; and I am not disposed to do it.

The poem by Miss Ruth Pitter in last week’s New Age was a translation from the original of Charles d’Orléans; and the same should have been signified in the usual manner.

Mesars. Bell inform me that the “National Guilds” (now on sale, it will be remembered) is selling exceedingly well. Five hundred copies had been disposed of by the end of the first week after publication. This is unlike anything to which any of us are accustomed; and the news is as gratifying as it is surprising. While congratulating ourselves, I can add an additional cause, in the announcement shortly to be made officially, I can assure as long a life as the health and wealth of its writer and readers lasts. Though the contents of the paper have now been reduced to a little under the usual manner. I dare say it; for I was not able to get out again. It is a foolish question and I have not asked it. But I have not sung the Nunc Dimittis!

Mr. Chiozza Money will have to make his peace with his leader, Lord Haldane, on the subject of the culture to be derived from a craft education. Poor Mr. Money, that well-known all-round man, that carnation of culture, is of opinion that the association of workmen in guilds from the cradle to the grave would be narrow-minded. In his Introduction to Dr. Kerschensteiner’s “The School of Nations” (Macmillan, 6s. net), Lord Haldane quotes with his personal endorsement a passage and the same should have been signified in the usual manner.

I dare say it; for I was not able to get out again. It is a foolish question and I have not asked it. But I have not sung the Nunc Dimittis!

Mr. Money sneers at the Guild writers for allowing in future society for a class of workers who live by ideas; idea-mongers he calls them. Everybody in Mr. Money’s little hell is to work—and don’t you forget it! Statists will be the nearest approach to literature, I suppose. But what the devil is to become of literature with such a wretch as Mr. A. R. Hope Moncrieff, better known to most of us twenty years ago as Ascott R. Hope of the “Boy’s Own Paper”? In his “Book About Authors,” just published, he confesses to having written over two hundred volumes by the sale of which he has made in all no more than a hundred pounds a year. Not a word, I agree, of his writing is literature; but think of the persistency in his un-Monied career of vice! And he has the impudence to announce that, given his time over again, he would repeat his offence.
Mr. Shaw on children is more humorous than he has any conception. In his elongated preface to "Misdallanz" he whips himself into a mock fury respecting the relative rights of children and adults, but always on the assumption that children are merely a particular kind of adult! But that is just what they are not, though it would be hard to say where the child ceases and the adult begins. On the contrary, the child is for all spiritual purposes a being of a different order from that of adults; and has in consequence rights peculiar to itself. To treat it as if it were a human taqpole and a nuisance while absorbing its tail preparatory to adulthood is to impose adult values upon it most tyrannically. Far from regarding children as the nuisance, the boot should be upon the other children. Wanted: A Manual of Instruction for Adults by Children who Refuse to Grow up! * * *

I suppose it is out of reason to wish that the works of Verrall, Bagchet, Dowden and W. K. Clifford should be immediately published in the "Everyman" Library. Yet all four have not only something in common which is congruous with them and as admirable as their works and congruous with them.

R. H. C.

ON THE VENUS OF MILO.

(Dealing with an advertisement to be seen in all Tube lifts).

Have they restored to thee thy beauty, Queen, Two pale pink arms against thy marble form, Beneath the shoulders neatly sutured on, One pendant and the other raised on high Bearing a-chalice, shall we call it, now? Oh, operation of the merchant mind! The lowest panel man would not do such. For base material welded to the true Is death and dissolution, favour great To one that smiles before the scythe of Time.

Lady of Paphos, Lesbos and the sea, Blue, snail, overlaced with stretching foam And spun to diamonds in the dancing light, This is the shrine Reserved for thee at least. Watch it, now: An iron cage with grids at either end, A mass of people, stuffiness to smell, And over all the bold electric light. A foot-square frame for thee Upon the wall, Wedged in between Bathynol and the hall. Missnamed Alhambra. Here thou smilest still; Thy-chalice, where the curious may read, Reserved for thee at least. Watch it, now A tiny board at his grave-side. The undertaker's wife covered it and the name Boutshe the Silent' would have sounded again in the air.

A shadow! His portrait left no impression on anyone's brain, no trace was left of him!' "No child, no cattle," alone he lived: alone he died! Were it not for the all-pervading human tumult, perhaps someone would have heard how Boutshe's skull cracked under its load. Had the world a little more time to spare, perhaps someone would have noticed that Boutshe (also a human being) had two black and blue eyes and horribly sunken cheeks; that even when he had no burden on his shoulders, his head was bowed to the ground, as if he were looking for his grave, though alive! Were there as few men as 'bus-horses in the world, perhaps someone would have asked: Where did Boutshe disappear? When he was taken from the hospital to the House of the Dead, twenty poor sick men were waiting for his bed... When he left the House of the Dead, twenty men killed by accident in a wrecked house were brought in... Who knows how long he will rest in his grave? Who knows how many are already waiting for this bit of space...?

Quietly was he born, quietly he lived, quietly he died, and still more quietly was he buried. But not so in the other world! There Boutshe's death caused a sensation.

The big trumpet of the Messiah sounded in the seven heavens: Boutshe the Silent had died! The greatest angels with the widest wings flew about saying to one another: "Boutshe is invited to the Seat of Judgment!" "Excitement in Paradise, joy, jubilation. Boutshe the Silent! No less a person than Boutshe the Silent!"

Young little angels with diamond eyes, gold-wire wings, and silver slippers went out joyfully to meet Boutshe. The noise of the wings, of the resounding little slippers and of the merry laughter coming from the young, fresh, rosy little mouths filled all the heavens and reached the Chair of Honour and God Himself, so that He knew that Boutshe the Silent was coming.

Our father Abraham stood at the gates of Heaven, stretched out his hand with the greeting "Peace unto thee," a sweet smile shining on his kindly old face.
What is this chariot-like noise in Heaven?
These are two angels in Paradise wheeling a golden armchair.
What is this brilliant glitter?
It is a gold crown set with magnificent jewels. All for Boutshe.
"Before the Supreme Court have decided?" asks the saints astonished and not without jealousy.
"Oh," answer the angels, "this will be a mere formality. Even the Advocatus Diaboli will not open his mouth against Boutshe the Silent! The 'case' will only take five minutes!"
Are you trifling with Boutshe the Silent?!
After the little angels had caught Boutshe in the air and played him a tune, and Abraham, our father, had sat down on the floor, the good angel Bsoul had slanted his hand as that of an old comrade, Boutshe heard that his chair in Paradise was ready, that a crown was waiting for his head and that nothing would be said against him in the Supreme Court. But Boutshe was dumb by fear and was just as silent as in the other world. His heart throbbed. He was sure it was all a dream or simply a mistake.
He was accustomed to both. Not once only had he dreamed that he was picking up gold from the ground, whole treasures . . . And when he awoke, he was even poorer than before. Not once did somebody smile at him by mistake, say a good word, and then turn round and spit in his face . . .
"Such," thinks he, "is my fate." And he is afraid to raise his eyes, lest the dream vanish, lest he awake in some valley amongst snakes.
He is liable at a sound, to move a limb lest he be recognised and sent to purgatory . . .
He trembles. He does not listen to the compliments of the angels, sees not their dancing round him, answers not the hearty greeting of Abraham our Father, and does not even say "good morning" to him, when he has directed himself 'with fear. And his fears increase when he unites the angels, sees, not their dancing round him, an-

"The case of Boutshe the Silent."
Handing a paper to the Angel-Advocate, the Magistrate says:—
"Read; but be quick."
Everything in the Hall swims before Boutshe's eyes; confusing noises fill his ears, and above the clamour is heard clearly the voice of the Angel-Advocate, viol

"His name," he hears, "fitted him like a glove."
"What does he mean?" Boutshe asks himself, and hears an impatient voice interrupting the Advocate, saying:—
"No similes!"
"He never," again begins the Advocate "railed at anybody, neither at God nor man. His eyes never re-flected the glow of his father. He never raised them with a petition to Heaven." Boutshe does not understand a word. The hard voice interrupts again.
"No rhetoric!"
"Job would not have borne it. Boutshe was unhappier."
"Facts, dry facts," calls out the voice even more impatiently.
"Eight days after his birth he was circumcised."
"No realitions!"
"He was always silent," proceeds the Advocate, "even when his mother died and he was given a stepmother instead. That was when he was thirteen years old . . . a stepmother, a snake, a shrew . . ."
"Perhaps they really mean me," thinks Boutshe.

"No insinuations on absent parties," comes the re-buke of the Magistrate.
"She scarcely spared him a mouthful . . . dried-up bread, days old, no meat . . . Yet she herself drank her coffee with cream."
"Keep to the point," cries the Magistrate.
"But she never denied him her fists. His blue and black flesh peeled out through all the holes of his ragged, mouldy clothes. . . . Barefoot he went to chop wood for her in the cold of the great winter frosts, although his hands were too young and weak, the logs too thick, the hatchet too blunt . . . Not once merely were his knuckles dislocated, his feet frozen; but he was silent. Even before his father —"
"The drunkard," laughs the Advocatus Diaboli, and a chill runs through Boutshe's limbs. . . .
"He did not complain," the Advocate finishes his sentence.
"And always alone," he continues, "no clothes . . . no free minute . . .

"Facts!" cries the Magistrate.
"He was even silent when one cold, snow-driven night his father caught him by the hair and flung him out of the house. He quietly raised himself from the snow and went wherever his eyes led him . . . He was silent all the way. . . . Although he suffered the pangs of hunger, he beggarly only with his eyes.
At last one dizzy, damp spring evening he reached a large town. He entered it as a drop of water into the sea, and spent that evening under arrest . . . He was silent, never asked the why and wherefore. He was released and he set out in search of the hardest labour. But he was silent!
"Bathed in rivers of cold perspiration, pressed down by the heavy burdens, his empty stomach suffering the cramps of hunger—he was silent."
"Splashed by strangers' mud, spat upon by unfriendly mouths, driven from the pavements into the traffic with heavy loads on his back, facing death every minute—he was silent!
"He never considered how many hundred-weights he carried per farthing, how many times he fell for a penny, how often he nearly died of hunger while others kept back his wages. He never compared his fate with that of others—but was silent.
"Like a beggar did he go after his wages, an appealing look in his eyes. 'Come here a voice told him, and he disappeared like a shadow to reappear later and beg his wages even humbler. He was even silent when he was cheated out of his earnings or given a false coin. He was always silent. . . ."
"Perhaps they really mean me," Boutshe comforts himself.
"Once," continues the Advocate, having taken a drink of water, "a carriage with rubber wheels and fierce horses flew past him . . . . The frightened horses spout foam; from under their hoofs come sparks of fire; their eyes glow like beacons in a dark night—and in the carriage sits a man neither dead nor alive! But Boutshe stopped the horses! And the rescued one was a Jew, a philanthropist, and remembered the good Boutshe did him. He gave him the whip of the dead man. Boutshe became a coachman! Still more—the philanthropist obtained him a bride. Still more—he provided Boutshe with a child. And Boutshe was silent all the time!"
"They mean me, me," Boutshe encourages himself. But still he does not dare to raise his eyes to the bench of the Supreme Court. He listens further to the Advo-
cate.
"He was even silent when his benefactor became bankrupt and did not pay him his debt with his eyes, even silent when his wife deserted him and left her baby behind. . . . He was even silent fifteen years later when the baby grew up and was strong enough to turn Boutshe out of the house."
"They mean me," thinks Boutshe joyfully.
"He was silent," continues the Advocate in a softer and more pathetic voice, "when his one-time benefactor settled with everybody, but denied Boutshe his wages, even when (again riding in a carriage with rubber wheels as before) he ran him over. . . . He was silent! He did not even tell the police who it was that ran him over. He was silent in the hospital, where it is permitted to groan. He was silent when the doctor refused to approach his bed unless he was paid his fourpence, and the porter to change his linen without the fee of a penny! He was silent when lying in agony; he was silent when dying; . . . Not a word against God, not a word against man!"

Boutshe begins again to tremble in all his limbs. He knows that after his Advocate comes the Devil's Advocate. Who knows what he would say? Even in the other world he had forgotten the past. . . . His Advocate had reminded him of all that. . . . Who knows what the Devil's Advocate would remind him of?

"Gentlemen," begins a sharp, piercing voice. But it pauses.

"Gentlemen," it begins again, but in a softer tone, and pauses once more. At last the same voice, almost in silence:

"Gentlemen, he was silent! Then I shall also keep silence! It all comes to the same, and speaks no more."

From the front comes a new, soft, trembling voice:

"Boutshe, my child, Boutshe!" it comes with harp-like harmony, "child after my own heart!"

And Boutshe's heart weeps. . . . He would have opened his eyes now, but they were darkened by tears. . . . Never before was crying so sweet to him.

"My child!" continues the Father of the House of Judgment, "you suffered all and were silent! You have no sound limb, no bone on your body without its wound. There is no spot in your soul that did not bleed. . . . And you were always silent. . . . There they did not understand it. You yourself did not know that you could shout and that your shout might have made the walls of Jericho totter and fall. You never knew your hidden powers. . . . The other world did not appreciate your silence; but that is the world of Falsehood; here in the world of Truth you will receive your reward! The Supreme Court will not judge you. No part of anything will be allotted to you; but take all that your heart desires. It is all yours."

Boutshe raises his eyes for the first time! He is dazzled by the light coming from all sides. Everything sparkles, everything glitters. The dreams shoot forth from the walls, from the holy vessels, from the angels, from the judges. Real angels! His tired eyes droop.

"So?" he asks doubtful and shy.

"Sure!" answers the Father of the House of Judgment assuredly. "Sure, I tell you all is yours. All in heaven belongs to you! Choose and take what you will. You'll be only taking your own property."

"So?" asks Boutshe again, but in a more decisive tone.

"So! So! So!" answer him voices from all sides.

"Well, if so," smiles Boutshe, "I should like every morning a hot roll and fresh butter!"

Judges and angels bowed their heads in shame. And the Advocatus Diaboli laughed.

BLINDNESS.

His spirit sees; and oft essays to clear
The clouding film on heart and brain and sight,
That veils the stars, and makes the heaven dimmer
That shuts his will in ever-during night.

The rede is dark, and none may understand.
Changed we are and blest above our will.
There's surgery in Heaven;
And angels' skill
Attends life's wounded. Perhaps this darksome hand.
This curb, attached was by an angel's hand.

R. H. VESIAK.

Views and Reviews.*

Freud on Mental Determinism.

I am in danger of succumbing to the fascination of Freud, and, in sheer self-defence, I must try to place him. Psychoanalysis existed before Freud, and in his autobiography, he has given a very good example of it. "As I grew older," he says, "my great desire was to be a mechanical engineer, but the fates were against this, and, while very young, I commenced the study of medicine under a medical brother-in-law. But, though the Institute of Mechanical Engineers would certainly not own me, I am not sure that I have not all along been a sort of mechanical engineer in partibus infidelium. I am now occasionally horrified to think how very little I ever cared about medicine as the art of healing. The only part of my professional course which really and deeply interested me was physiology, which is the mechanical engineering of living machines; and, notwithstanding that nature since has been a proper business, I am afraid there is very little of the genuine naturalist in me. I never collected anything, and species work was always a burden to me; what I cared for was the architectural and engineering part of the business, the working out the wonderful unity of plan in the thousands and thousands of diverse living constructions, and the modifications of similar apparatus to serve diverse ends." Translate physiology into psychology, and you may say that Freud is Huxley.

For it is the mechanism of the mind that Freud is revealing; the psychology of repression is an automatic psychology, and, therefore, is definitely a psychology of the sub-conscious. It is precisely this automatism that is characteristic of the sub-conscious mind, as Hudson, notably among psychic investigators, has shown. Inductive logic, for example, is impossible to the sub-conscious mind, although the process of deduction is swift and precise. When Freud said, in his essay on Dreams, that a syllogism in the dream was always taken over entirely from the latent dream thoughts, and was not modified in any way by what he called the "dream work," he revealed a limitation of the process called the dream work; in other words, he had tacitly confessed that the dream work is a mechanical process, and is itself automatic.

But mechanism obviously is not mind, any more than natural law is life; and as the tendency of all mechanical psychologists is to regard consciousness from a mechanical phenomenon, I take the opportunity of quoting Ribot: "When a physiological state has become a state of consciousness," he says, "through this very fact it has acquired a particular character. Instead of occurring in space, that is, instead of being conceived as the setting into activity of a certain number of nervous elements, occupying a determined surface, it assumes a position in time; it has been produced after this, and before that other thing, while in the unconscious state there was neither before nor after. The psychic life of the individual—a result that can serve as a starting-point to some new (either conscious or unconscious) work."

I have insisted on this point because there is a real danger that the last chapter of this book may be taken too seriously. To demonstrate the existence of a mechanism, and it is easy to believe that the working of the mind is determined by its mechanical processes. But Freud's own work is destructive of the idea. It may

* "Psycho-Pathology of Everyday Life." By Prof. Sigmund Freud. With an Introduction by A. A. Brill. (Unwin. 12s. 6d. net.)
be a fact of general experience that in the mind, "as in still other spheres, determinism reaches further than we suppose"; but it is no less a fact of Freud's practice that the supervision of consciousness does terminate the particular determinism. "Volition," said Ribot, "is always a state of consciousness—the affirmation that a thing must either be done or prevented; it is the final and clear result of a great number of conscious, sub-conscious and unconscious states; but, once affirmed, it becomes a new factor in the life of the individual, and, in the assumed position, it marks a series, i.e., the possibility of being recommenced (begun over again), modified, prevented. Nothing similar exists in regard to automatic acts that are not accompanied by consciousness, ignorant of itself, at last bursting forth, crossed by antagonistic motives. Here, likewise, consciousness is a new factor, which has modified the psychological situation."

When Freud shows us, as he does in this book, how the conscious mind may be hindered by the automatic working of suppressed complexes, he has not really rendered the service to determinism that he apparently thinks that he has; he has really stated that the perfect working of the conscious mind can only be achieved when it is not telling the truth. Perhaps the most remarkable example of psycho-analysis in this book is the one referred to as the "aliquis" analysis. The fact that a young man jumbled a quotation from Virgil, and omitted the word "aliquis" from it, might not seem to offer much opportunity for psychological investigation, and its relation with an intrigue with a woman, and fear of the consequences, is certainly not obvious until one has read Freud's demonstration of it. But, after all, the case only demonstrates the fact that if a man will consciously pretend to be other than he is, his subconscious mind will accept the suggestion and automatically apply it; with the consequence that he cannot immediately command it to supply him with the information he really needs. That forgetting is originally living is the fact demonstrated by Freud, however wide the mechanism of repression may ramify; and if the mind be determined at all, it is determined by the will and the plea of non-responsibility can scarcely be allowed.

In laying this stress on Freud's revelation of the mechanism of the mind, I have, of course, called him a scientist; for Lotze has said, in his "Microcosmus": "The true source of the life of science is to be found . . . in showing how absolutely universal is the extent and at the same time how completely subordinate the significance of the mission which mechanism has to fulfil in the structure of the world." That Freud does not yet recognise the subordinate significance of the mechanism of the mind, still further delimits his value to thought. It may be, it probably is, that the large majority of people suffer from a restricted consciousness; the acceptance of a life of limited affirmations is characteristic of most members of modern society, and Suburbia will probably be shocked to discover how much of the animal its mentality reveals. But conventions were originally inventions; somewhere, at some time, some conscious will imposed restraints on others, and hypocrisy was born of the first prohibition. That Freud's technique does enable us to explore the consciousness of common people, and reveal the commonplace nature of the desires transformed into frontal conceals by thought and action, is apparently a fine conception; but it is by no means proven that their conscious thoughts are determined, in any real sense, by the mechanism of their minds. For psychical mechanism is only another name for habit, and habit may be corrected by the exercise of the will.

A. E. R.
O'Connor's visits to the house, and, being in love with Ellile, he supposes that O'Connor is after her. Ellie takes the dirt out of his eyes; and, if I remember rightly, he proposes to her. Anyhow, he does propose to her at some time, but she loves another. There is none of it.

Ha, black moustache, cigarette, silk hat, and frock coat: that was at the Adelphi. Phil only hangs his head, drops his arms by his side, and thinks of going to America.

But he is like the elder son in the parable in this respect, he thinks that his labours on the farm give him a right to be considered "You shall not marry John O'Connor," he says to his mother. "I will," she answers; and she does. Thereafter, all is misery. The farm goes to rack and ruin; John O'Connor, whom she had conjugal correction to his wife, sells heifers, and gets drunk on the proceeds, and proposes to sell the best field of the farm. Phil, of course, tries to strangle him but his mother pushes him out of the house until his passion cools. "I'll swing for you yet," he says to Phil, of course, tries to strangle him and has enjoyed his supper. Just fancy, if the world was at the Adelphi. Phil only hangs his head, drops his arms by his side, and thinks of going to America.

"Johnny Walker!" he said—"Whisky! Lâ! On the board! La quatre, damn it—the fourth on the board. That!" He put his finger on it. "Ah!—Jean Voltaire!" screamed the silly garcon. "No, she's as ugly as Fate, I have a horrid of her. Why do you mention Americans?" Try, for instance, to mention Mr. Hart. That is, at least, what I believe. He tutoyed infamously, and took me to buy sweets. Then it was again like London when we were there. There was a place which was just shutting up. I don't believe you know Paree at all, I said. "I did before we started. I've forgotten it all now. Ah! There is where lies belles Americaines with her brother!"

But after Phil has tried to strangle John O'Connor, he must go to America. Long arm of coincidence. Ellie brings him two pounds (£2) money lent two years previously to some individual without any hope of its being returned. The two pounds is put in the mustard-tin, and John O'Connor, gasping for a drink, peers through the eyes of love. Yet thou wouldst wither of desire.

The second act. Phil is only a pound or two short of his fare to America. Long arm of coincidence. Ellie brings him two pounds (£2), money lent two years previously to some individual without any hope of its being returned. The two pounds is put in the mustard-tin, and John O'Connor, gasping for a drink, peers through the eyes of love. Yet thou wouldst wither of desire.

The new journal paralisa proclamiation! The "Montparnasse" journal, artistic and literary, of the left bank. The prospectus assures me that everybody new and rebellious lives in Montparnasse now, and, according to the rendition of the Lisas, I am threatened with a politeness most alarming—a very particular courier will follow the movements of the artistic stranger—"un courrier particulier sera consacré à un mouvement artístico-stranger." I'm glad he hasn't begun yet this service. Avertissement! In future, I shall not accompany any Parisian, any Montmartrois, any member of any class, who retrieves from the gardens of the Luxembourg a piece of torn white lace and ties it round his knee on the Boulevard Saint Michel; not even if he is a poet also and has enjoyed his supper. Then he is interrupted by Ellie. Finally, she is thrust violently on one side, and John O'Connor departs to have the first drink for a fortnight. She goes to her bedroom to weep away the brutality of John O'Connor, and her lover comes in with some songs. Phil returns for something, or nothing, and learns from Ellie's lover that John O'Connor is down in the village with some money in his hand. He observes the empty mustard-tin, picks up a gun, and departs; the lover being conveniently interested in the songs, his departure is unnoticed. But you don't hear the bang, bang just yet. The Widow Flynn comes busting in, and Ellie, and Mrs. O'Connor; and we are told that Phil's uncle (previously supposed to be defunct) has just returned from America with pots of money, and thinks of settling down in the district. They are just deciding that Phil need not go to America after all, because his uncle will buy a farm for him, when "bang" is heard off. They ignore it, so another "bang" is heard off. Phil staggeres in, clings to the dresser, and says: "I've shot John O'Connor!"

Assuredly, who retrieves from the gardens of the Luxembourg a piece of torn white lace and ties it round his knee on the Boulevard Saint Michel, not even if he is a poet also and has enjoyed his supper. Then he is interrupted by Ellie. Finally, she is thrust violently on one side, and John O'Connor departs to have the first drink for a fortnight. She goes to her bedroom to weep away the brutality of John O'Connor, and her lover comes in with some songs. Phil returns for something, or nothing, and learns from Ellie's lover that John O'Connor is down in the village with some money in his hand. He observes the empty mustard-tin, picks up a gun, and departs; the lover being conveniently interested in the songs, his departure is unnoticed. But you don't hear the bang, bang just yet. The Widow Flynn comes busting in, and Ellie, and Mrs. O'Connor; and we are told that Phil's uncle (previously supposed to be defunct) has just returned from America with pots of money, and thinks of settling down in the district. They are just deciding that Phil need not go to America after all, because his uncle will buy a farm for him, when "bang" is heard off. They ignore it, so another "bang" is heard off. Phil staggeres in, clings to the dresser, and says: "I've shot John O'Connor!"

John O'Connor administers a queer way; but as a Joke, eh? He tutoyed infamously, and took me to buy sweets. Then it was again like London when we were there. There was a place which was just shutting up. I don't believe you know Paree at all, I said. "I did before we started. I've forgotten it all now. Ah! There is where lies belles Americaines with her brother!"

Pastiche.

IMPRESSIONS DE PARIS—III.

What a silly I was not to have brought Minnie Fin-}

niken to Paris. Or Valerie! I could have pushed off on to them tons of nonsense one wouldn't like to admit about oneself. You only seeing Paris—ie the sculptor—Come, leave all these people—let us go and see Paree. I thought it was very like London when we sat in the cinema—"Ah, I'm glad he hasn't begun yet this service. Avertissement! In future, I shall not accompany any Parisian, any Montmartrois, any member of any class, who retrieves from the gardens of the Luxembourg a piece of torn white lace and ties it round his knee on the Boulevard Saint Michel; not even if he is a poet also and has enjoyed his supper. Then he is interrupted by Ellie. Finally, she is thrust violently on one side, and John O'Connor departs to have the first drink for a fortnight. She goes to her bedroom to weep away the brutality of John O'Connor, and her lover comes in with some songs. Phil returns for something, or nothing, and learns from Ellie's lover that John O'Connor is down in the village with some money in his hand. He observes the empty mustard-tin, picks up a gun, and departs; the lover being conveniently interested in the songs, his departure is unnoticed. But you don't hear the bang, bang just yet. The Widow Flynn comes busting in, and Ellie, and Mrs. O'Connor; and we are told that Phil's uncle (previously supposed to be defunct) has just returned from America with pots of money, and thinks of settling down in the district. They are just deciding that Phil need not go to America after all, because his uncle will buy a farm for him, when "bang" is heard off. They ignore it, so another "bang" is heard off. Phil staggeres in, clings to the dresser, and says: "I've shot John O'Connor!"

...
thing, just like an impotent and furious female. I've had a bad quarter of an hour over the third sex, so I turn on the beam of light. There is nothing one can observe. The women count money all day long and make love on Sundays. It gives their eyes a peculiar expression, half-machine, half-siren.

Dr. Strangereightnight in the "Journal des Débats." Montparnasse talks of nothing else. Just a little article, fifty or so lines. My copy is in rags. I can hardly say to whom it is dedicated. The copies have all disappeared, except on the sixth floor at millions a month. It's quite a lie that things are good in Paris. If they are, they're....

Monsieur Baudouin of the streets sold me his horoscope for five cents. He went away very quickly, and, to be brief, left me under ominous stars. However, if I put his maxims in practice, I promise to triumph easily over the contrarieties that menace me. I am to surmount a long and sad torment by attaching my friends to me through gratitude. In a society of great gaiety where I always something stronger than me, I shall find myself I am to avoid anyone rich. I cannot regret the observation of the workers by the local councils. The speakers pointed out that the Acts to which they referred had been passed by Parliament for their relief, yet the local councils suited their own convenience in applying them. They were enabled to do this on account of their great influence in the district as employers and contractors. Resolutions of protest were passed and submitted to Mr. Stubborn, Labour M.P. for the constituency, who had been instrumental in the passing of the various Acts.

**GREAT FIGHTING SPEECH AT N.-E. SOUTHDOWN.**

Mr. Stephen Liard, the distinguished Labour M.P., speaking at N.-E. Southdown last night, in support of Mr. Smugg's candidature, declared that he was proud to clash Mr. Smugg's hand and call him brother and friend.

That meant that he was brother and friend not only to the speaker but to all rational working-class movements throughout the whole country, who were denounced means of increased wages, and, therefore, of an increased standard of working-class comfort, was, of course, the work of that devoted band of men to which he had the honour to belong in the House of Commons. Liard declared that the industrial strikes, which he showed to be futile, ineffective, and disrespectful both to the natural and the elected authorities over the people. The capitalists, he said, became so hostile and embittered against the people and its representatives because of the strikes that they declined for that reason to assist him on behalf of the workers. What was to be done? Clearly, only Parliamentary action was of the slightest use; the capitalists might refuse, and did refuse, to bow to the wishes or the violence of their workers, but they could not help carrying out the just demands of the workers expressed through their representatives in His Majesty's Parliament and passed into law as Acts by that time-honoured and traditional body. He called upon them, therefore, to elect Mr. Smugg to a seat on the Westminster benches, where, as they all knew, so much was being done for the advancement of the workers' conditions. The workers were the men who produced the wealth, and they had the right to demand satisfactory protection against hunger, cold and ill-health. They asked for more, and they meant to insist upon that.

**LABOUR CRISIS AT HOXTON.**

The big employers here who were denounced for their illegal opposition to the working of Parliamentary Acts early yesterday retaliated in the afternoon by dismissing a large number of their employees, mostly the less effective of the group. They were aware of the importance of the new Acts, and that they are, therefore, justified in demanding a higher standard of production from their employees. It is recognized generally that the statement is correct, and great satisfaction is felt that the employers should have been compelled to capitulate to the might of Parliament, directed in this case by the workers' own representatives.

**TRUANT VISCOUNT. . . . POLO AT HURLINGHAM. . . . SIR THOMAS Lipton and the CUP. . . . M.P. SHOOTS ANOTHER TIGER. . . .**

It is reported from Hansaagapore that Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, M.P., succeeded in shooting a tiger during the President's recent hunting-party. The rumour that this tiger was drugged, like Mr. MacDonald's first, is officially denied.

**LONDON CHAT.**

Is Mr. " Wu " Harcourt's vogue declining? It seems only yesterday that I wagered my racetrack against his at Versailles. We were one of the west ends of the empire, and when I say that we joke about theatres and golf whenever we meet? They will hardly expect him to do so, anyhow.

**THEIR VIEWS AND OURS.** A certain obscure weekly paper says "Economic Power precedes Political Power." Does it expect Sticuff's in the House? The "Daily Mail" says kissing is coming into vogue again. We hope the girls know where our office is. Etc., etc.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

"CHIOZZA'S LITTLE BOGEY."  
Sir,—The writer of the article entitled "Chiozza's Little Bogey," in The New Age, of May 21, says: "The truth is that Mr. Money's scribbling itch has moved him to criticise the guilds before he knows what they are. Taking the first place, his notion of erecting and exaggerating and magnifying the trade union into a definite branch of nationhood. Who has done anything so foolish? No one knows, so far as we know."

I have not yet seen Chiozza Money's article in the "New Statesman," but I venture to suggest, at hazard: Is it possible that he had in mind ch. 1 of Bastable's "Trade Unions?" The chapter may read (I quote from the fourth edition, 1903, page 3):—

"International trade is, then, in its development, as the very name implies, 'trade between nations,' so that it says "New Statesman," but I venture to suggest, at hazard moved him to criticise the guilds before he knows what it is possible, I suggest, that Mr. Chiozza Money was considering the guilds as 'nations' in the sense that certain connection between the two meanings is plain enough."

Is it possible, I suggest, that Mr. Chiozza Money was considering the guilds as 'nations' in the sense that certain of them would be "groups of producers" in an economic sense? Perhaps Mr. Money, who has recently shown his interest in this matter by a rather trenchant review of the book on "National Guilds" in the "Daily News," would let us hear from himself in person.

THE BASIS OF THE GUILD.

Sir,—May I deal, scientifically, with what is left of Mr. Chiozza Money? There are two aspects of the guild idea neglect of which entirely invalidates his main argument. In the first place, the guild, as large and secondly, their basis is, in the main, "natural."

To take the first point: not only does Mr. Money (as the "natural" guilds of hand, talk of "Guilds" and "Trade Unions") as if the terms were interchangeable prevent developments in applied science. Now this argument, while possibly valid for small delimited groups, since these represent the maximum degree of mobility, is a, group of producers within which labour and capital freely circulate. . . . Thus, for the purpose of economic inquiry, the meaning of the leading term is altered and a new connotation is given to it, though the thread of connection between the two meanings is plain enough."

Is it possible, I suggest, that Mr. Chiozza Money was considering the guilds as "nations" in the sense that certain of them would be "groups of producers" in an economic sense? Perhaps Mr. Money, who has recently shown his interest in this matter by a rather trenchant review of the book on "National Guilds" in the "Daily News," would let us hear from himself in person.

S. VERDAD.

THE NATIONAL UNION OF TEACHERS.

Sir,—You have said that the first step towards Guildista is the blackleg-proof condition of the Unions, and you have maintained that only when the Unions have a complete monopoly of labour can they proceed to wield efficiently their economic power. Your reply to a member of the N.U.T. in a recent issue does not seem to me, however, altogether consistent with the present moment, the N.U.T. would not have a monopoly of the labour of teachers in primary schools, even if every person eligible were to join it. For the reasons that uncertificated teachers may be recognised by the Board of Education as efficient staffing for a school, and that the teacher's interests are not the same as those of the membership of the Union. The Union, as either a fighting organ, or as a body with a constructive educational programme, cannot at present dispense with the aid of the uncertificated teachers. Look at the Herefordshire case. The Executive would not, and dared not, have called a strike there, without the promise of help from uncertificated teachers in that area. "The Union, as either a fighting organ, or as a body with a constructive educational programme, cannot at present dispense with the aid of the uncertificated teachers."

We have to thank the voluntary loyalty of the uncertificated teachers. Yet, they are debarred from membership of the Union, and are compelled, in many cases, not being with us, to be against us.

The basis of the union is a, group of producers within which labour and capital freely circulate. . . . Thus, for the purpose of economic inquiry, the meaning of the leading term is altered and a new connotation is given to it, though the thread of connection between the two meanings is plain enough."

Is it possible, I suggest, that Mr. Chiozza Money was considering the guilds as "nations" in the sense that certain of them would be "groups of producers" in an economic sense? Perhaps Mr. Money, who has recently shown his interest in this matter by a rather trenchant review of the book on "National Guilds" in the "Daily News," would let us hear from himself in person.

S. VERDAD.

Sir,—May I deal, scientifically, with what is left of Mr. Chiozza Money? There are two aspects of the guild idea neglect of which entirely invalidates his main argument. In the first place, the guild, as large and secondly, their basis is, in the main, "natural."

To take the first point: not only does Mr. Money (as the "natural" guilds of hand, talk of "Guilds" and "Trade Unions") as if the terms were interchangeable prevent developments in applied science. Now this argument, while possibly valid for small delimited groups, since these represent the maximum degree of mobility, is a, group of producers within which labour and capital freely circulate. . . . Thus, for the purpose of economic inquiry, the meaning of the leading term is altered and a new connotation is given to it, though the thread of connection between the two meanings is plain enough."
the columns of The New Age, and were adopted as a reply to Mr. Holt and his committee.

New Appeal.

A deputation from the P. and T.C.A. waited upon Mr. Hobhouse on the 24th April to protest against the wholesale transferring of work from clerks to porters (a lower grade of class) that an impartial committee might be appointed to decide on the allocation of work, failed to draw the wily F.M.G., and he promised a considered reply. Here is an extract from the reply:

“...The deputation argued that such a proposal was only in accordance with the practice of private employers in trades where the staffs were organised. The bringing of this Committee into existence was contingent on the prior mutual agreement of principle. ... The P. and T.C.A. must not dissociate these representations from the resolution adopted by their own Unions at the annual conference of the P. and T.C.A. ...”

He refers the deputation to the two resolutions quoted above, and the poor fellow takes exception to the claim of the staff to have a say in the management of the P.O. “...Any such surrender would be condemned by Parliament which by constitutional practice does not permit them (Ministers) to transfer any part of it.”

Of course, we are aware that Mr. Hobhouse does not believe what he writes; for Parliament is consulted only on matters of public interest, and what he does not know is what fools with him do not know is the spread of the Guild idea. When the time is ripe he will not be consulted.

One word on the circulation of the book, “National Guilds.” It is to the men who have chosen to be employed with a New Age reader, he should form a book club. By each paying 6d. a week for ten weeks ten men each procure a copy. I have found no trouble in getting this done at my place. JASPER ENGLISH.

AN APPEAL FOR INFORMATION.

Sir,—In reference to the most interesting development towards you of the building contract between the Theosophical Institute and some of the Building Trade Unions, you will, I hope, give in your next number particular details of the terms arranged. One would hope to know:

1. The name of the architect; one assumes that his powers and responsibilities remain as fully recognised as under the original contract?
2. The precise position at the time of the strike, the amount of the contract then held by the building contractor, and how much of it had then been carried through?
3. Whether he has been paid in full for this work and is now relieved of all responsibility for it, and whether the Unionists have taken over his plant and material on the work and any partly completed work in his workshops?
4. The names of the Unions which have now, by permission, entered into the new contract, and its amount?
5. Whether there is in the new contract the usual clause providing for the payment of damages in case of failure to complete by a fixed date, whether this clause is governed by a Strike clause, and, if so, whether a strike by the artisans who constitute the Contracting Unions would come under it, and thus relieve the Unions, as contractors of responsibility?
6. Will the men in the various trades work under foremen appointed by their own Unions?
7. Will all of these artisans receive the additional pay promised in the agreement of disputes which arose between Capital and Labour.

GEORGE LANSBURY, Editor, “Daily Herald.”

[Mr. Lansbury will find our opinion in The New Age of any date during the last four or five years.—Er. N. A.]

MR. S. VERDAD AND CATHOLICISM.

Sir,—I am glad to find that Mr. Verdad and myself are not far from agreement. The passages he quotes from Leo XIII (though he seems to have omitted some of the omissions) prove exactly what I said: that the Church tolerates the Capitalistic system—takes its present existence for granted and does her best to regulate it. What Leo XIII actually said was: “You have chosen to have this Capitalistic wage-system. Very well, that is your affair. But, anyhow, you ought to carry it on with some regard to the principles of justice and brotherhood. Masters must pay fair wages and recognise the human dignity of their workmen; and workmen must do their work fairly, and make their claims without riots and sabotage. The greatest need of all is the influence of religion. After that, something can be done by State action, but the important thing is to let the workers for once get into Trade Unions, and the ideal sort of Trade Union would be one of workmen and employers combined, as in the old Guilds.”

What astonishes me is that in the world in which Rerum Novarum was the Pope’s outspoken language about the monstrous abuses existing under Capitalism. I have copied out some important sentences from the Encyclical in the hope that some of them will, on various occasions Pius XI has reaffirmed the social teachings of Leo XIII.

You must not expect that the Catholic Church will make Guilds part of the Apostles’ Creed, or that she will officially condemn Capitalism as hopelessly irreformable. She has her own way to do, and does not go in for doing it in whatever political or economic system she finds herself. Monarchy or Republic or thinly-veiled Plutocracy; Capitalism or Guilds or Servile State; she will recognise any of these if men want them. What she expects, as the issues become clearer, is that most Catholics everywhere will instinctively be against the Servile State, and for the Guilds. Because the Catholic Church has lived under both these systems before, and remembers which she liked best.

F. H. DRINKWATER.

From the Encyclical Rerum Novarum, 1891.

Of the Abuses under Capitalism.—“Some remedy must be found, and found quickly, for the misery and wretchedness pressing so heavily and so unjustly at this moment on the vast majority of the wage-earning classes...”

Helplessness of Unorganized Labour against Capital.—“The ancient working men’s Guilds were abolished in the 19th century, and they have been replaced by the State. Public institutions and the very laws have set aside the ancient religion. Hence by degrees it has come to pass that working men have been surrendered, all isolated and helpless, to the heartless tyranny of employers and the greed of unchecked competition.”

Big Dividends and Wage-Slaves.—“The mischief has been increased by rapacious usury, which, although more than once condemned by the Church, is, nevertheless, under a different guise, but with the like injustice, still practised by covetous and grasping men. To that must be added the custom of working by contract, and the concentration of so many branches of trade in the hands of a few individuals; so that a small number of very rich men have been able to lay upon the common masses of the labouring poor a yoke little better than that of slavery itself.”

The Living Wage and Unjust “Agreements.”—“Let it be then taken for granted that workmen and employer should, as a rule, make free agreements, and, in particular, should agree freely as to the wages; wherever, there undertakes a dictate of natural justice; and more serious and ancient than any bargain between man and man, namely, that remuneration ought to be sufficient to support a frugal and well-being family. [This is later explained to mean “the maintenance of himself, his wife and children in reasonable comfort.”] If through necessity or fear of a worse evil the workman accept harder conditions because an employer or contractor will afford him no better, he is made the victim of force and injustice. Trade Unions should become Guilds.—“The most im-
portant of all [institutions for helping working men] are Working Men’s Unions, for these virtually include all the rest. It was with sound reasons that what excellent results were brought about by the Artificers’ Guilds of olden times. They were the means of affording not only many advantages to the employers, but also in a degree of promoting the advancement of art, as numerous monumens remain to bear witness. Such Unions should be suited to the requirements of this our age—an age of wider education, of different habits, and of far more numerous orders. And he describes an ideal Trade Union based on religious principles, which would not only insure freedom from sickness, old age, distress, and so forth, but would try to arrange for a continuous supply of work at all times, and adjudicate in disputes between employer and employed.


MR. S. VERDAD AND ANTI-SEMITISM.

Syr.,—I hope it is not too late for me to say a few words in reply to Mr. Verdad. I should really like to point out how completely my challenge to him has succeeded. Your readers will remember that in my last letter I carefully defined my attitude towards the Jewish Problem, and I hazarded the statement that nothing for which I was responsible would be found in the “New Witness,” or elsewhere, in conflict with the Declaration of 1899, or going much beyond it. Mr. Verdad has evidently made a careful study of the “New Witness,” and it will be seen that in every quotation which he makes falls well within the limits that I defined.

I explicitly said that one of the evils which resulted from the unsettled condition of the Jewish problem was that a certain unpleasant type of Jew made use of his native freedom from national patriotism and European tradition in order to exploit the alien nation which admitted him to its councils.

This implies no kind of censure on the Jewish race; only, since it is the characteristic quality of such men to dislike intensely to be reminded that they are Jews, I take every opportunity of reminding them and other people of that fact. Samuel is this kind of man, and Rothschild and Klotz, and, of course, Issacs.

My gorge does rise when the son of an alien pawnbroker, whose uncle bought him a place on the Front Bench, talks about “making a much-needed change in the habits of our people.” I do think it ridiculous to suppose that the Rothschild who lives in Paris is filled with a passionate patriotism for France, the Rothschild who lives in Buckinghamshire with an equal patriotism for England, and the Rothschild who lives in Vienna with an even more transcendent patriotism for Austria, when everybody knows that the three concert their schemes together with a most sardonic “Amen!” When I do put down the Marconi question, and see that it unfathomably ludicrous when a Jew named Klotz talks about his policy commending itself “to every Frenchman.” “Benjamin,” I said, “you will not find one word of mine derogatory to those Jews who are proud of being Jews, and desire to see Israel once more a nation. As to Disraeli, has Mr. Verdad forgotten the noblest and most courageous thing he ever said—his declaration that the Jews could not be absorbed because it was “impossible for an inferior race to absorb a superior.”

Disraeli was by no means faultless; but I will do him the justice to say that he would have felt much more insulted by Mr. Verdad’s calling him an Englishman than by calling him a Jew.

As to the Marconi question I can only repeat that I am quite prepared to leave it where Mr. Marconi leaves it in the New Age Article declaration that he “cannot be interested in the subject of the Marconi Agreement from the paragraphs which appeared in the Eye Witness.”

Cecil Chesterton.

ART AND ARISTOCRACY.

Syr.,—My letter of last week on Liberty and Art partly answers the issues raised in Mr. Norton’s letter, but in other directions it calls for a reply.

First, let me say that the tone of Mr. Norton’s letter is painful to me. The idea underlying all that he says is that there is no discoverable right way of doing things, and that as everything is a matter of opinion, one man is as good as another. Now, it is just this attitude of mind which is responsible for our present confusion. I utterly fail to see, Sr., to be evolved out of chaos if we refuse to recognise that there is a discoverable truth, and that some men will perceive it more clearly than others. At any rate, democracy is incompatible with such ways of thinking for it is not be able to dispense with order enforced from outside until order is to be found in our own interior selves; and the one unmistakable sign of the possession of the characteristic quality of such men to dislike intensely to be reminded that they are Jews, I take every opportunity of reminding them and other people of that fact. Samuel is this kind of man, and Rothschild and Klotz, and, of course, Issacs.

My gorge does rise when the son of an alien pawnbroker, whose uncle bought him a place on the Front Bench, talks about “making a much-needed change in the habits of our people.” I do think it ridiculous to suppose that the Rothschild who lives in Paris is filled with a passionate patriotism for France, the Rothschild who lives in Buckinghamshire with an equal patriotism for England, and the Rothschild who lives in Vienna with an even more transcendent patriotism for Austria, when everybody knows that the three concert their schemes together with a most sardonic “Amen!” When I do put down the Marconi question, and see that it unfathomably ludicrous when a Jew named Klotz talks about his policy commending itself “to every Frenchman.” “Benjamin,” I said, “you will not find one word of mine derogatory to those Jews who are proud of being Jews, and desire to see Israel once more a nation. As to Disraeli, has Mr. Verdad forgotten the noblest and most courageous thing he ever said—his declaration that the Jews could not be absorbed because it was “impossible for an inferior race to absorb a superior.”

Disraeli was by no means faultless; but I will do him the justice to say that he would have felt much more insulted by Mr. Verdad’s calling him an Englishman than by calling him a Jew.

As to the Marconi question I can only repeat that I am quite prepared to leave it where Mr. Marconi leaves it in the New Age Article declaration that he “cannot be interested in the subject of the Marconi Agreement from the paragraphs which appeared in the Eye Witness.”

Cecil Chesterton.

**+**

THE “NEW AGE” AND THE PRESS.

Syr.,—As usual, I am not overwhelmed with references, especially as “National Guildsmen” have engaged to deal with reviews of THE BOOK, which, by the way, I am glad to know, is doing well. The only reference I have noticed lately was in the “New Weekly,” where Mr. Belloc in his second letter (second of this year, anyhow), to Mr. Wells, refers to an article of his, also addressed to Mr. Wells, which appeared in THE NEW AGE several years ago. Whether this was really all that Mr. Belloc said of you, only Mr. Great-Scott-James—the journalist who has never heard of THE NEW AGE—can tell. But, Mr. Norton, you know the “South African Mining Journal.” ‘Ow it does ‘ate yer.

Yours is an absurd English paper, and “compounded of all human wisdom, and an affectation of detachment that enables it to hunt down, discover and diagnose the monstrous, with the enthusiastic interest of a purely active.” You see, the trouble is that you prickled the bubble of the Colour-bar raising scheme. The “Mining Journal” shows this by reprinting (with the remark that heretic, and I scarcely think he would have escaped punishment. The Middle Ages did not teach every man to do as he likes but to try to do the right thing.

Finally, I would say the Mr. Norton is mistaken as to how I should have fared in the Middle Ages. I should not have been either disembroiled nor had my eyes gouged out. Jeez by medival standards of thought, I am an orthodox person. Mr. Norton would have been considered a heretic, and I scarcely think he would have escaped punishment. The Middle Ages did not teach every man to do as he likes but to try to do the right thing.

ARTHUR J. PENTY.

**+**

JUNE 11, 1914.
"As a fact," says the "Mining Journal," "the strike trouble was not the consequence, but the cause, of the raising of the colour question on the Rand." Your case, Sir, I believe.

* * *

**THE CRUCIFIED MOSLEMS.**

Sir,—In a letter published in your issue of May 28 Mr. D. J. Cassavetti criticises an article of mine in The New Age of May 14, and questions the statement that 200 Moslems were crucified by Epirotes in a church, the church afterwards being burnt. It is a fact, as my critic half surmises, that I have had private messages in confirmation of this crime; but, unfortunately, I am not allowed to quote my authority. I think that if Mr. Cassavetti turns to the published evidence he will surely be satisfied.

The statement was first made in an official telegram sent to Vienna by the Government of Albania. It was announced in this message that Albanian gendarmes had found the charred bodies of the 200 crucified Moslems in a church at Kodra, to the south-east of Tepelini, whither the victims had been dragged from Hamedan. The Austrian Government was afterwards informed from an independent source that the official announcement from Durazzo was true. It would, indeed, have required something more vivid than an Albanian imagination to fake such a story as that. Even the Greek account—published at Athens on May 6—admits that singularly frightful thing had been proceeding to the north of Argycastro, that the Epirotes had occupied the convent of Tsapeos and several villages, and that the Albanian losses were considerable, particularly in the engagement at Kodra, near Tepelini, in which 600 of them had been killed or wounded. The Athens statement, it is true, says nothing of the crucifixion of the Moslems; but one would not expect it to do so.

* * *

**TURKEY.**

Sir,—In the opinion of some of our members, the part played by Mr. Bouchier, the "Times" correspondent, in helping to bring about a Balkan Alliance against Turkey, calls for some protest, especially as an attempt was being made to include the Porte in a strong Balkan confederation which might have secured the peace of that part of the world for many a long day. The "Times" is still regarded, rightly or wrongly, as voicing the views of the governing classes of this country, and it is a matter which cannot escape notice when its representative is markedly biased against a friendly nation, and openly exalting for its downfall, and are openly exalting for its downfall.

This is the state of things as shown in the latest anti-Turkish production, "The Inner History of the Balkan War," by Lieutenant-Colonel Reginald Reckitt, F.R.G.S., himself a correspondent. May I venture to suggest that the publication of this book might be made the occasion of a protest in the press?

WILLIAM H. SNEIDER, Secretary, Ottoman Association.

* * *

**NIETZSCHE AND STIRNER.**

Sir,—Dr. Oscar Levy is guilty of a fantastic perversion of facts in his anxiety to boom Nietzscheanism. Surely, Dr. Levy must think his public strangely gullible if he supposes they will believe that a faith, one of the main pillars of which is an adherence to the Ten Commandments, is identical with the unlimited individualism of Stirner and Nietzsche.

Does he suppose that we will believe that the parson when he recites the Ten Commandments is at the same time subtly exhorting his flock to "do just as they please"? Does he suppose that we will believe that the parson when he recites the Ten Commandments is at the same time subtly exhorting his flock to "do just as they please"?

For controversial purposes, no doubt, it is an interesting proposition to make Protestantism look like a doctrine of moral nihilism, but this sort of claptrap has absolutely no sound in fact. It is amusing to see how Mr. Levy, with his Tono Bungay methods, makes poor Stirner look much blacker than he probably was, that Nietzsche may shine forth with the greater effulgence.

I suppose poor Stirner, although he did not launch out into veiled and portentous utterances, at last may have missed foreseen that of the men who struggled out of the stifling market place and strove to rely on their own faculties, a few would crawl between heaven and earth to a better purpose than out of the gaming-house into the brothel. However, even if he did not, there is, as fond, not so very much difference between the two. They both led us out into the middle of the desert. Stirner just led us out. Nietzsche led us out, and wandered off vaguely sawing the air.

* * *

**THE WORST CRITIC IN LONDON.**

Sir,—In his article on the New English Art Club, Mr. Walter Sickert in making a catalogue of all the things that Mr. Lamb knows, tends to show that that gentleman is not bored, seems to imply that there is someone—presumably exhibiting in the N.E.A.C.—who does not know those things. I have no doubt that a complete catalogue would show Mr. Lamb’s superiority with more certainty. I am not acquainted with any man who thinks there is any merit in thick paint for the sake of thick paint. Mr. Sickert has himself painted in both thick and thin paint. This violent paragraph of his may be merely his way of expressing his present preference for thin. He will be painting in thick paint in six months. It is, in any case, a technical detail, and depends on the questions of brilliance, permanence, covering power, deliberateness of workmanship, etc., impossible to discuss here.

Was not Mrs. 'Arris the originator of the definition of Style which Mr. Sickert quotes? I wonder if this row of teachers of Art is set up by Mr. Sickert to be an image-work for his inevitable complaint at any society from which he has retired. I read the list of names with profound emotion.

* * *

**ART AND CRITICISM.**

Sir,—Paint is thicker than turpentine. In answer to Mr. Sickert I have but one statement to make: I shall paint as thick as I damn well please.

* * *

**"REFLECTIONS."**

Sir,—What felicitous and troubled waters those must be which cast off the "Reflections" appearing daily in the "Daily Herald!" Their writer, rival and sometime vanquisher of the fearless Filson Young, acquires himself characteristically to-day (June 4). Having, as he imagines, demolished the belief of Mr. Frank Smith in the non-transferability of a tax on land values, he refuses to accept the non-transferability of a tax on land values (and much more than Mr. Smith’s modest ad).

Now why, in that same name of common sense which he himself presumes to invoke? Unless—yes, perhaps that is— it is wrought ironic.

Mr. Roosevelt did not fulfil his promises. Mr. Wilson has not fulfilled his promises. Mr. Roosevelt is "accusing the other fellow of doing what he did, or, rather, did not do, himself." This says "G. R. S. T.," is "screamingly funny and continues: "These politicians must imagine the electors are all fools. That is just what they are." Mr. T., presumably, is one of the electors, n’est-ce-pas? But that about Teddy and "the other fellow" is, I almost agree, "screamingly funny." I propose, when I have devoted a protracted period to reflection therefore, to vent my considerable amusement in a paroxysm of uncontrollable laughter.

* * *

**A MISSIONARY UP TO DATE.**

Sir,—Those of your readers who have not been invited to attend Commemoration Day at Livingstone College, Essex, on June 13, may be amused to hear that the list of speakers occur the following name and description.

"The Rev. R. H. Clark: is a missionary of the London Missionary Society, from Tanganukla, in Central Africa, and he has made very good use of his knowledge, particularly in the preservation of his own health and that of his family." And that is all we are told of the gentleman—and all we need to know.

* * *

**ACQUITTED.**

Sir,—I was not suspecting Mr. Malloch of having done anything.

J. MOTONY.
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